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ABSTRACT
~s
semimnud report for the Termin~ Doppler Weather Radar program, sponsored by tie
Federd Aviation Administration @AA), covers the period from 1 Janu~
1990 through
30 June 1990. The principal activity of this period was tie msport and reassembly of the FL-2
weather radar test site from Wsas City, MO to Orlmdo, FL and tie change of radar frquency
from S-bred used in Wsas City to C-band foi Orlando operations. Site operations to prepare
the &2C radar site for smer
testing began in January and continued through May, when
tesdng began.

This report describes the ~ hsrdwwe, data collection, the computer systems at site and the
networks between Orlando, FL and Lexington, MA. Also included are discussions of the
microburst and gust front dgontim development, data collection, dispky terminals, and traifig
for Air Trtific Control (ATC) supewisors and controUers.
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L ~RODUCTION
A BACKGROUND
For the past sev~ years, tie Fad
Aviation Adrninismtion @AA) has supportd Lincoht
Laboratory research in the use of Doppler h
for the detection of weather that is hwdous
to
aviation. fie focus of the research dtig this reporting period has been in direct support of the
Terminal Doppler Weather Radar @WR) program which seeks to develop and field a refiable,
automated system for detecting ha~dous weather (especiaUy low-altitude wind shear due to
mimobursts tmd gust fronts) in an aircraft terrtdnal area. Wind shem due to fimobu~ts has
causal more US air carrier fatities in the past 20 years than any other weather hamrd.
A key element of the Ulncoln program is the TDWR testbed radar @L-2) which has
furnishd the weather data used to develop and refine the wind shear detection algorithms beiig
provided to the production ~WR conmaetor. Additionally, the FL2 system has been used to
develop and test imoortant radar signal processing features (e.g., for suppression of ground
clutter, velocity dealiasing, and avoidance of wind shear data obscuration by range afiased
remrns from distant storms) and candidate ~WR scan smtegies.
me ~t use of tie ~2 testbed was in 1985, at a site near Ohve Brsutch, MS. This s~te w~
located apprrmimately 10 des southeast of the Memphis International Airport in Memphis, TN.
Figure 1-1 shows tie exwt location of the site relative to the airpo~ along with the locations of
30 ground-basd
Mesonet weather stations and a C-band Doppler radar operatd by the
University of North Dakota ~)
as part of tbe TDWR proAt the Memphis site and W
subsequent sites, both the UND C-band radar and the Mesonet stations were used for off-fine
smdysis to verify detections and to help iden@ missal detections or false alarms.
The testbed conunencd gathting data early in the summer of 1985 and continued through
various weather conditions into November 1985. During the period, 102 microburs~ and 79 gust
fronts were identifid, either in * time or during off-tine playback anrdysis activities.
The testbed and d other components of the program were dismmfled in December 1985 and
shlppd to Huntsville, AL to gather data in another geographicrd environment and dso to
participate in the NWS@A~ASA-sponwr~
Mlwbumt ad Severe ~und~to~
(MST)
V-m
Pm of the bperative
Huntsville Experiment (0=).
Although the individud
gods of the various MST experiments were different from the gods of TDWR operations, much
of the data gatherd from the individud sensors were usefd for reference and verification of
dam
General operations in HuntsvWe began in April 1986 and Iastd until January 1987. During
Wls period, da~ recording was much more reliable than the previous year because of seversd
enhancements both to hardware and software. Figure 1-2 shows a comparison between the
number and strength of rnicrobursts that were detectd in 1986 versus those detected in 1985.
The figure shows that the number of s~ong events (i.e., >25 ds) was about equrd in both years.
However, a higher number of weaker events were detectd in 1986. This fact is explaind by the
enhanced rti
performance and increased operator experience in 1986.

i

Microburst data from Memphis were used to develop an initial rnicroburst detection
algorithm basal on sndysis of the surface ouflow velocity field. Promising results with tils
algorithm provided the basis for the FAA to commence with a formal TDWR development
program. Subsequent data sets from Huntsvtile were used to refine the microburst detection
dgoriti
to include the use of storm features deft. In addition, the radar operational experience
gaind with ~-2 was usti as the basis for specification of many key features in the TDWR
Technical Requirements documen~

1

801

70.

60.
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Figure. 1-2. Comparisonof the member and strength of microburstsdetected in 1986 versus
thosedetectedin 1985. Subsequenttestingin 1987-1990 generallyfound manymore microbursts
than were detected in 1985-1986.

Following the Huntsville operation, the system was moved to Denver, CO where Studies
from earlier years (e.g., JAWS [1] and CLAWS [2]) showed a high incidence of”~
microbursts. The “dry” rnicroburst, with little water content to provide radar backscatter, is a
psrdculmly stressing situation for the radar and the wind she= detection dgonthms. Another
reason for working in the Denver wa was to prepare for an Operationrd Demonstration of the
TD~
concept in conjunction witi the Stapleton International Aqort in 1988. If successful,
the demonsmation would lead to a TDWR production contract Wing implemented in a fasterthan-ususJ time frame.
The radar ad associated program components were disassembled and shippa to Denver,
CO in March 1987. During the 1987 summer storm season, data was gathered on many different
hazard-producing weather systems. Algorithm development continual and performance was
evaluatd and comp~ed with the HuntsviUe and Memphis results. Rsdsr system upgrades were
implemented in anticipation of the 1988 Operational Demonsmation, as were scan strate@es and
operational procdurcs.
A gust front algorithm developed by the National Severe Storms Laboratory (NSSL) was
tested extensively for the fust time dting 1987. A team from Lincoln Laborato~ and NSSL
worked closely to develop an improved version of the dgonthm for the 1988 demonstration.
Algmithrns developed by Lincoln Laboratory to minitize emrtsrnination of data by range diasd
weather echoes (through adaptive selection of pulse repetition fr~uency) were refined and
tested.
The 1988 Operationrd Demonsmation during June, July and August was very successful. [3]
Figure 1-3 shows that the ~stributions of rsdid shear vdocities were essentially the same in
Denver as in Huntsville, but with a much higher incidence in tbe Denver area. On the basis the
successful operation, the FAA initiated a conuact through a competitive bid to produce 47
production TD~
systems. The Raytheon Company, Sudbury, MA. was the successful bidder
for this contracL
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Figwe 1-3. Distribution
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1986-1989measurements.
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To continue refinement of the wind shear detection algorithms in concert with early
development work by Raytheon, the FL2 testbed was moved to Kansas City for the 1989
summer storm season. This move was to facilitate evaluation of fast moving storms @aveling
acroas the midwest plains. Further mnirrg of the detection algorithms was required to COP with a
high fdse-ahum rate noti in Kansas City area. [4] The results of the Kansas City experiments
were analyzed and some mtications
incorpomted in the FL-2 testbed softw~.
Fmrdly, the test~ was dismantled in October 1989 and shippd to Orlando, FL to operate in
the unique environment of central Honda. The area around Orlando and Tampa has the highest
incidence of thunderstorms in the US. During tie move to Orlando, Westinghouse Corporation
was modifying the testbed transmitter to operate at C-band, the RF frequency band designatti
for the production TDWRa. AIso, the testbed signal waveforms, signal processing, and product
display system were mtiled
to reflect the features of the Raytheon production TDWR design.
The Orlando operations W be the last major weather envkonrnent for testbed operations before
the production TDWRS become deployd.
B. SUMMARY OF THIS REPORT
The following sections of this report cover the testbcd operation for the period from
1 January 1990 through 30 June 1990. During this period, the majority of emphasis was on
preparation for and participation in an Operatiomd Demonstration scheduld to begin on 18 June
1990 and to extend until 28 August 1990. The specific objectives of Wls demonsmtion were to
evahtate the fo~owing items, both from technical and air trtilc control (ATC) user viewpoints:
a Microburst dewtion,
b. Gust tint

detection and wind shift prdlction,

c. TDWR warning fmctions,
& TDWR as a phnning tool,
e. System operation at C-bred with 0.5 degree antenna besmwidth,
f. TDWNGeographic
interfaces,

Situation Display (GSD) product display formats and user

g. New products, such as storm motion, and
h. Raytheondeveloped

TDWR data qutity algorithms.

Section 2 of this report describes the site construction and system reassembly in Orlando, FL,
as well as the modifications made to the testbcd hardware and digital signal processors.
Section 3 discusses the red-time computer systems, their operations, and interactions with the
ov~l
system. Hardware failures caused by the move fmm Kansas City, along with the
system’s aubstantird modifications, created many challenges for the testbed personnel, and
maintaining re~able operation kame a criticsd issue.
Swtion 4 covers the measurements and operation employed in getting the system ready for
the Operational Demonstration. These operations includd tie TDWR, bw-hvel
Wind Shear
Alert System (LLWAS) and Mesonets, the UND radar and aircraft, and weather balloon
soundings. Data processing and analysis procdures and tools available during tils period are
discussed in Section 5, whereas Section 6 provides details on the data quality issues and how
they interact with the wind shear algorithms.

5

The work and results of the-algorithm development and evaluation w destiM
in deti in
Stion 7. Swtion 8 presents a discussion on ATC personnel trtilng, the resdts of past training
in Denver md -sas
Gty, and changes implemental for the Glando operation. And fin~y,
Seetion 9 presents several met~olo@cd issues resulting fmm work over the past seved years.
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2. TER~AL
DOPPLER WEATHER RADAR TESTBED
REF~MENTS
AND OPEWTIONS
A. RF HARDWARE
1. Radome
The antenna radome is an inflatable, Teflon-coated fiberglass bag, 55 ft in diameter,
manufactured by Chemfab Corporation of Buffalo, W. Ifiation of the bag is maintained by a
dud-blower pressure system contro~ed by an extemd anemometer. Pressure is kept at three
inches of water, mdess the wind velocity exceds 55 mph, when the pressure is raised to seven
inches of water. The radorne has protected the antenna and pedestd for the past six years at four
different sites. It has exhibited no problems and has requti no maintenance.
The mdome was foIded, loaded into a covered tr~er, and transported from Kansas City to
Orlmdo. It was erect~ in May without incident and it has not exhibited my problems.
2. Antenna
me antenna consists of a 33-ft diameter parabohc reflector and a horizon~y-polarizd,
focus-mounted f~ sysm
The reflector and fed support structure was designed, bufit, tested
aud installd by H&W hdustries of Cohasset, MA. The ~ feedhom was design~ and
fabricated at Linmk Laboratory. me antenna has been in use since 1984 at sites in Memphis,
Huntstie, Denver, Kansas City, and Orlando. It has exhlbitd no problems, and maintenance
has consistd of periodic tightening of the bolts h the back-up structi.
The antenna was disaasembld after tie 1989 summer operations in Kansas City, MO. The
antenna sections were returned to tie manufacturer to be reassembled and fitted with a new
feedhom and waveguide, reflecting the change of radar frequency from S-band to C-band,
Pattern measurements were tien on the test range at H&W, with the following resd~

I
I

/

Gaim

52 dB

Beamwidti.

0.420

Level of fmt sidelobe (azimuth):

-24 dB

bvel of ~t

-22 dB

sidelobe (elevation):

Efficiency (approximate}

63 percent

Since the reflwtor had hen in constant use as we~ as disaasembld, movd and rc-assemblti
fsve times since manufacture, it was deeidti to smvey the surface tolerance while the unit was at
H&W. me original sptilti
tolerance was .035 h, and the measured tolerance when delivsix years ago was .026 in. The tolerance as measured at H&W was .028 in. ~ view of the
service that the reflector has provided, it is indicative of the exceIlent H&W design and
workmanship that the surface exhibited such a sd
deflee of de~adation.
The antenna was shipped to Orlando in April and mected at the new site without incident. It
has been operating since that time with no maintenance, except for the aforementionti periodic
bolt tightening.
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3. Pedestal
The Scientific Adams model 3315 pcdestd was obtained horn the FAA Twhnicd Center in
1984. It was modified by the Lincoln Laboratory Control Systems Group to meet the Next
Generation Weather Radar ~%D)
and TDWR Technical Requirement of 300/aec peak
azimuth velocity. The new azimuth gearbox was equipped with a forced-flow lubrication
systea The synchro-to-digitrd converter (SDC) that encodes the antenna position was replaced
with a unit that performs conversions at a rate which supports the maximum velocity of the
pdesti.
Upon removal from the Kansas City installation, the pedestrd was shipped to Lincoln
Laboratory for evaluation and rework Measurements for wear, hartiess and bac~ash were
made on the mimuth gear systems. One ptilon gear showed excessive we=, md hat ge~~x
was returned to the manufacturer for rebuilding. Since the bull gear dso showed considerable
wear, tie spare azimuth platform was used when re-assembling the pedestrd. The platform
contains the bu~ gear and aximuth bearing. The new, spare gearbox dso was insdld during reassembly in place of the worn gearbox.
We
at Lmcoh Labatory, the S-band rotary joints were replaced with C-band units. The
axitnutb joint had to be relocated because it was formerly housd in the pedestd extension tube
wtich was not used at Orlando.
The p~sti
was instild
in April and bas since Ferforrnd without inciden~ me C-bred
rotary joints were manufactured with exmemely close internal tolerances, md tie elevation u~t
seized after about one month of use because of misalignment of the waveguide during
installation. The spare joint was installti and the damaged unit returned to the vendor for
rework with Iwger tolerances.
4. Transmitters
The S-band transmitter is one channel (modified) of a regular production ASR-8 r@ on
10SSS
from the U.S. Navy. This msrrssmitterwas used for the experiment in Kansas ~ty and was
moved to Orlando intact since, at tie time of the move, it was not clear that we would be shifting
operations to C-band for the 1990 season.
A C-band transmitter was custom built for Lmcok Laboratory by Westinghouse EIwtric
Corporation of Btdtimore, ~.
~ls transmitter uses technology employed in the Airport
Survefllace Radar (ASR-9) and N-D
S-band ~nsmitters, both of which were built by
Westinghouse. The only C-band klystron amplifier available in 1990 was the VKC-7762B
manufactured by Varian for the U.S. Navy Terrier Missfle System. TWO such tu~s w.en
procurd for use its tils transmitter. h order to emulate the TD~
transtmtter currenfly being
manufactti
by Raytheon, the VKC 7762B was operated at about one-fourth its normal output
power. In this mode, the tube is very inefficient, requiring both excessive ~ drive power and
beam current. Westinghouse has used a rravefing wave tube w)
amplifier as a driver and a
specirdly designd~ MgMy regulated high-voltage power supply. In addition, the focus magnet
for this tube requmes much more power than that of either ~D
or ASR-9, so a ficcstanding, high-current DC power supply was instiled adjacent to the transmitter cabtne~
A second comphcation of using the VKC-7762B was the ~uirement that it be fiquid cooled.
A heat exchanger unit was mounted outside the radar shelter, with large-capacity hoses
connectd to a manifold on the rear of the transmitter cabinet. Water is circulated at a rate of
23 g~ons per minute, and the radiator is capable of transferring 22 kW of heat from hquid to air.
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Protection is afforded by closely monitoring both temperature and flow-rate in the Eansmitter
cabine~ Spetilcations for the trsrtsmitter are:
Radiated

Peak power:

>250 kW

Pulse width:

1,p Sm

Ptise repetition rate:

325-2400 ppS

htegrated itrstabfity ratio:

at least -55 ~ (design god)

h final testing, stabtity
(PRFs) below 2000, with
performance ~sirnpatrcd by
of the ma3srmtter “1-”~U1.u...”
~-s

..

S500-5650=

frquency:

of about -52 dB was demonstrated at pulse repetition frequencies
about 3 dB degradation at 2400 pps. It was deterrnind that
a 60-fi component in the TWT output specmm. When the stabfity
,.A +mb
.-.,.-d ,.+
:, ....a.
. 0 f-.u~..w
mlv~uw
.V”- ~~~~ -~? da 2t PR_Fs be!ow ~~,

It was noted that the output spectrum of transmitter energy was wider than one would ex~t
from the phase-pusbiig characteristics of the Mystron tube. hvestigation revealed the cause to
be excessive rounding of the top of the modulator pulse waveform. This proved to be a
heretofore unknown characteristic of the ASR-9 modulator as well, resulting in wasted power
since the tmnsmittd sp~m
exceeds the receiver bandwidth.
To instd the martsntitter in time for the 1990 storm season in Orlando, it was dmidd to
accept it with the proviso that Westinghouse wodd continue to’work on stabl~g
the TWT
driver arnp~xcr using the spare unit and that further investigation would be done on the ASR-9
moduhtors to tiuce the sp~
widening. Find testing took place in Bdrimore in Apti, and
the transmitrw was instied on sire near the end of that month. The S-bred ASR-8 wsrnitter
was removed and shipped to Linmln bboratory for storage.
The C-band ~smitter
mndrtud to perform well throughout the reporting period. A water
leak developed in the cooling manifold at the rear of the cabinet, and Westinghouse is having a
replacement manifold rnanufacturd
Slight mo~lcations to the intemaf control circuits were perfotrned to give positive locaf
control of high-voltage activation and waveguide switch position. These features were not
irnplemcnti in the ASR-9 system.
5. Receiver~xciter

,

,

The receiver and exciter chassis were designd and built by Lincoln Laboratory. Both units
mntain many buflt-in-test features which emtiate the ~WR radar design. These test features
can be controlled from the Concurrent computer or locally from front panel switches. The
exciter system provides a one-microswond pulse of RF at 10 mW power to drive the TWT
arnp~ler. It dso provides the five timing pulses necess~ to operate and tigger the transmitter
and its various regtiation circuits. Provision is made to shift the phase of the transmitted pulse
and receiver coherent loc& osci~ator (COHO) from pulse to pulse to tiuce the effects of
second-trip ethos.
Some of the exciter functions are contained in the radar controller module. When it was not
clear that the new transmitter would be defiverd in time for the 1990 season, it became
necessary to maintain a radar conmller that codd wcommodate both the S-band and C-band
radar system-two vasfly different tasks. Cons~uentiy, an add-on package was designed to
operate tith the existing S-band molar controI tnodtie. The entire assembly was to be known as
the “interim con~o~er~ This module permits computer control of the pulse repetition rate, the
9
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COHO phase shifter, high-voltage inhibition and waveguide switch position. Remote control of
all the built-in-test features is not implemented, and these features must be initiated from the
front uanel switches. However, rdi status signals are passed through the interim radar controller
to the”Concurrent computer for system monitoring.
A new radar mntro~er is being designed for the C-bad system ofly, and U features w~ be
avtiable from i~ The design W not be accomplished in time to insta~ tie new module for tie
1990 season, but Htie is sacrificed by using tie interim tit
A key feature of We receiver is the instantaneous automatic gain control (AGC). The
received signal is delayed by one range sample interval whfle the AGC system measures the
sigttfl magnitude. The output from a 20-dB coupler is fd throngh a logtithtttic amp~ler and
then digitised in a six-bit “5asW andog-to-digitd (~)
convefiw at a mw of 1? Mega-s~Plss
per second A digiti peak detector selects the largest ~
on~ut ~ tie ~ge lnte~~> md this
number is fed forward to control a digiti attenuator in 3-~ steps. This control value is dso
passed to the signal processor. me amount of insertd attenuation serves to keep the in-phase
and quadrature G and Q video sigruds within the 60 dB range of the following 12-bit ~
converters on a sample-bsmpie
basis,
The receiver has about 109 ~ gain, with nearly 100@ instmtanmus dynamic range. Not
W of the dynamic range is useful, however, due to titations
in the signal processor subsystem.
Receiver noise is about -105 dBm
Sensitivity time conmol (STC) is accomplished by a digitally controlled attenuator
construct
as an integral part of the transrnitterkweiver ~~) fifi~r s~~h. No~
OP~dOn
utizes an STC curve that inserts attenuation inversely to the second power of radar range at dl
ranges less than 10&
The receiver/exciter equipment was tested in Kansas City to the degree possible without a
transmitter. It was movd to Ortido and insta~d in place of the S-band equipment where it has
continual to perform in the manner intcndd
6. Pbns for Neti Reporting Period
The radar WI be operated much of the time during the summer and f~ in support of the
~~
emulation program which is exporting weather products to the Orhdo Awort control
tower. There are no plans to make any changes to the radome, pedestd, antenna or
receiver/exciter.
After the storm season has passed, the transmitter wiU be moved to
Wesdnghouse in Baltimore where the newly-developed VKC-8387 ti-cmled Mystrnn til be
retrofitted to i~ me new radar contro~er and a new signrd processor that is associated with’it
W be bufl~ tested md moved to the Orlando site to repkce the current signal processor and data
acquisition and analysis @AA) equipment (see section B).
B. DIG~W

PROCESSORS

The front end digitd processors in the W-2 system perform the initial processing and
rtiuction of the raw data received front the ~ Receiver. These processors currendy consist of’
the Sigmd Processor (SP), a dud set of Data Acquisition and Analysis computers (DDAA), as
well as a new generation Data Acquisition and Analysis computer ~AA).
A Rsdm Controller
(RC) dso provides the hardware and software interfaces for computer control of the RP
hardware.
AD of these front end components were designed to meet prior year’s requirements for
operation of ~2 at S band, and have been adapted to meet tils year’s requirements at C band.
A completely new Radar Controller (NRC) and Programmable Signal Processor @SP) are
currendy Ming designed and built. This new package w~ enable ~-2 to meet rdl operationrd
requirements at C band
10
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1. Si~al Processor
The Signal Processor collects the raw digitizd I and Q data smples from the ~
converters
in the radar receiver. The processed returns are fed to the DAA. This spial purpose digitd
p-ssor
was designed and built at Lincoln Laboratory.
Two SPS have been btiti one for use in the fi2 testbed and the other for use at Llncob
Laboratory for hardwm and software development The initial instdation was at the Memphis
~2 site in 1985, after which it was moved to Huntsville, Denver, and @sas City. This SP is
now instded in the Grlando ~2C testbd.
The fustctionsdity of tie SP has been inmeased each year to meet the addd requirements for
W2C operations. These functions currently include the fo~owing capabihties
a. AGC normtization. The data rweived from the radar rweiver is brought into
converters by an AGC cimui~ The AGC gain value is
the range of the ~
usd by the SP to convert the ~
data into a 16-bit digital word which
@mpensates for the AGC pmess.
b. Pulse interference detection and efirnissation. Successive pdse data returns in
the same range gate are checked for anomalous values, and a smoothing
sdgoffthm is applid
,..

.’

c. ~Dopplcr
clutter suppression by 39 point ~ ~tcrs with notch widths of 13 ds. Several sets of filter coefficients are available at one time, and up to
50 dB of clutter suppression can be obtained. This is the major computationrd
task in the SP, using eight banks of filter hardware working in par~el to obtain
the needed computationrd throughput. Special control logic was recenfly
irtstied so that the output data compensates for the flter time delay.
tL htegration of the filtered pulse returns in each range gate over the antenna
beam width to form the three (O, 1,2) lag product estimators that are sent to the
DDAA mmputers. Three complex autocorrelators ctiuits operate in paralleI
to generate these restits.
The Concurrent host computer downloads comrol parameters to the SP at the start of each
antenna tit. These parameters selwt the fiiter coefficients and the operational modes of the SP
during each tilt. The integration period for the autworrelators can be set either to a specific
number of pulses or to the times when tie antenna slews through an integer degree of azimuth
position. The antenna position and other radar information are sent as headers, along with the
radar daa to the downstream pr=ssors so that vahdity of the data can be determind.
A time series buffer cSB) port was rccendy added to the SP so that radar pulse data, flteti
parts of the radar volume scan can be sent dmeefly to the host
Concurrent computer for specirdizd prmessing.
or unfiltered, from selectd

,:

‘. ‘;
u
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A fundamental change was made in the clwk signals in the SP for this year’s operations in
C band. The range samp~ig interval in previous years for S-band operation was 120 meters,
which requ~
an 800 nanosecond clwk. The C-band mode uses a 150 meter range gate and a
one-mioroswond clink. The maximum radar Pm and the range data collution modes dso have
been changed for C-bred operation. AII of the modifications necessary have been instiled and
tie SP is working satisfactorily after the move to Grlando.

2. Dual DAA

,.

Two p~el
Data Acquisition and Analysis processors @DAA) trmsfornr the autocorrektor
lags data from the SP into the compressd factors data format used by the Red Time System in
the Concurrent host computer. The DDAA flso acquires antenna and control status information
and aircraft beacon messages. These are merged in the proper sequence with the factors data for
the host computer.
The DAAs are Lincob Laboratory-built processors that were designed to be used in
testbti its order to meet
conjunction with the Signal Processor. Two are installed in the ~2C
pe+ormsnce and throughput requirements.
One additiond processor is used at Lincoln
Laboratory for hardw~ and software support and development.
Each DAA contains three identical programmable Processor Elements (PE) which
communicate through a multi-poned memory. M of the computational processing md the data
collection from the SP is performed by these PEs. An additiond monitor processor element
performs W the communications with the Concurrent host computer. One of the two DAAs in
the testbed had a multiplexer input which is used to collect the aircraft beacon and real-time
clock data. The application software in hth DAAs is identicd.
The SP divides the data it sends to the two DAAs at the ha~-range point so that each DAA
has apprordntately the same wortioad. The two DAAs process each radial of lag data in parallel
and send the results to the host computer. There the hdf-rtials of factors data are merged into
fu~ radirds before further processing is perforrnd.
Only minor changes were required in the DAA software for C-band operations at Orlando.
One change was to adapt to dre new range data co~ection modes, and the other for a chmge in
aircmft beacon messages. The DD@ is cumntly operating satisfactorily at the Orlando site.
3. New DAA
A new DAA ~AA)
processor was insttied in the ~-2 test~
at Kansas City shortly
before the end of the 1989 summer operations. This consists of a set of three programmable
high-speed vector processors, and a Sun-4 workstation. The vector processors obtain fdteti
pulse data from the Signal Processor and perform the computation-intensive
tasks of
autocorrelation and factors generation. The Sun4 reformats the factors data for the Concurrent
host computer md dso perfoms the other data management and control functions of the DDAA.
Operation of the NDAA at Kansas City was satisfactory, with some improvement in data
quali~ from the increas~ word length and dynamic range in the computational elements of the
new processors. Modifications to the NDAA for operation with the C-baud system after the
move to Orlando were less successful than with the other processors. The NDAA consistetstiy
lost synchroni~tion with the SP after less than smhour’s operation.
4. Programtible

Signal Processor

A completely new set of front-end processors is currentiy being developed for the testbcd to
permit Ml use of the C-band capability for FL-2 and to provide comparable functionfllty to the
FAA production TD~
radar system. This new package win contain a new RC to conuol the
radar and anew PSP that performs d] the functions of the SP and the DAAs.
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a. Radar Controllw

..

A ncw RC hat ti support tie C-band radar and the new PSP was desi~ed and buflt during
this repofing period. The RC receives commands from the Concument Conml Computer
(CCC). It interprets these commands to provide tie appropriate control sigruds for the radm
transmitter and receiver and for the antenna positioning hardware. The RC dso provides the
CCC with complete radar status and Nadond Bssrau of Smdards ~S)
rime of year received
via sate~te.
Additiontiy, tie RC eo~ects digitized vidm and AGC values from the receivm. It provides
this data to tie PSP on a puls~by-ptise basis at ti-dtue
rates, along with pertinent radar status
and time information. The control computw’s s~-of-tilt and scan parameters and PSP control
information are dso mergd with the data strem The merging of control, data and status in the
RC obviates the n~ to synchroti
data md control information dowsrsin post-processing
programs, a ~uirement
that has proven tilcult
to satisfy in the past. A subset of the data
stream is stored in a buffer for access by the control omputer and used for pre-suission system
ctibration and diagnostic testing.
me RC @nudns my redundant logic with btit in test features that ptit
fadt detection
and hardware substitution by the CCC. Mso includti are a radar antenna simulator and a
digitid video sirntdator tit are used for off-fine control softwm and rdgoritbm testing, and for
system diagnostics and fadt isoktion.
Construction of tie RC is now complete. Additiond redundant hdware wi~ be buflt and
insded after testing and integration with the radar system at the test~ site is complete.
b. Programmable

Sign~ Processor

A new signal processing system has been designti which win replace the existing signal
~r
~d Dfi used in the Fb2 field system. A sidsr
signal processing system is
currentiy operating in the ~3 system. The new system is basal on comrnereia~yavailable,
single-board wmputers and single-board math accelerators. The system consists of three
moddes: Sigmd Processor, Time Series Buffer, and Control Processor.
Signaf Processor
The signrd prmssor design consists of 20 Mercury Computer Systems MC3200 Math
Amelerator boards housed in two WEbus
card cages. Each of the MC3200 boards opemtes at
a pe~ processing speed of 25 MOPS
(Won
FIoating Point Operations per Second),
yielding a total pe~ processing capability of 500 M~OPS for the entire system. AU
calculations are performd using IEEE standard 32-bit floating point numbers. The sigmd
p-ssor
boards W perform the fo~owing functions
.1.. AGC ntimtion,
2. Mse hterference Detectio@scrimination,
3. Clutter Filtering-39 tap tilte
impulse response fflter,

impulse response falter or sk-pole infiiite

4. Autocorrehtion, lags (moments 0,1, 2)
5. Reflmtivity,
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6. Velocity, and
7. Velocity spectrsd width.
Each of the two signal processor card cages will have an input processor consisting of a
MC68030-based single board computer and a custom interface board. The input processor
suppfies raw in-phase, quadrature, and AGC data from the radar to the math accelerators.
Ancillary data such as @ansmitter tinting, antenna position, and control information is
disseminated to the math accelerators via the input processors. AU data passed to the math
accelemtors is transferred via W
bus block mode transfms at burst rates of 25 Megabytes per
second. The signal processor cwd cages are connected to the control processor via W
bus
couplers.

I

The Series Bufler
The dtne series buffer consists of an input bored similar to the one described above for the
sign~ processor, a 32-Megabyte memory board, and a tape drive controller with two nine-tiack
tape drives. Data is generated by the radar at a constant rate of four Megabytes per second. The
time series buffer dl be able to capture data at an average data rate of 0.5 Megabytes per
swnd+
sped fitnit imposed by the nine-track tape drives. me system can capture up to eight
seconds of the fu~ data s-m
in the 32-Megabyte memory board which can then be recorded on
tape at the 0.5 Megabyte per second rate. It is sdso possible to select a smfll portion (12 percent)
of the data stream and record it continuously on tape. Should there be a requirement for higher
data rate -rdings,
faster recording devices can be connwted to the time series buffer.
The drne series buffer can dso provide a limited range of test signrds to the sigmd processor
to provide a stand-done digi~ test capabfity.
Contil

Processor

me control processor @nsists of a Sun model 3/120 computer system in a ~
card cage, a
vidm contro~er, a color monitor, a tape drive controller, two nine-track tape drives, and a
MC6803@based single-board computer. me control processor is connected to the signal
processor and time series buffer via VME bus couplers. The control processor is connected to
the Concmrent mmputer system via a DR1 I-W interface board.
The Sun computer in the control processor initialises and loads the red-time software into the
math awderators and W of the single-bored computers used elsewhere in tie system. It dso can
be used as a development tool to tite and debug software usd in the math accelerators and the
single-bowd computers.
The single board computer in the control processor performs the following functionx
1. hterrogation of dl of the math accelerators and readout of results from them as
they kome available,
2. Concatenates the output from the signal processors into logical rsdld structures,
3. Sends the radid data to the Concurrent computer system for further processing,
4. Sends the radid output to the video conmoller which provides a real-time diagnostic
display, and
5. Records the output data on nine-track tape.
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Soflware
Approximately 95 percent of the sofmare for the signal processing system is written @ the
C programming Imguage. A few routines which are computationally intensive are microcodcd
in the math accderators or wtitten in assembly language for the single-board computers. Heavy
use of a scientific dgorithrn fibrary for the math accelerators keeps the system perfotrnartce at art
acceptable Ietiel.
The data coming into the system is divided on range boundaries by the input processors for
signal processing by the tnati accelerators. For example, if the system is processing 800 range
gates per transmitted pulse, the input processor ~ supply data for 40 range gates to each math
“accelerator board from ~ch pulse. The input processor formats and transfers otdy the data
requti
by each math accelerator in the card cage in which the input processor resides. By using
two card cages and isolating bus couplers, each bus receives hrdf of the load that a single bus
system wodd receive.
I
f.

The math accelerator boards operate autonomously. Each “bard operates on the data which it
receives, without interaction with the other accelerator boards. Output data is stored in circtdsr
buffers capable of storing several seconds of data, giving the single-board computer in the
control processor ample time to retieve the output.
The singIe-tisrd computer in the control processor queries the math accelerator boards
sevd
times per swond and removes the data stored in their output buffers. Synchroni=tion
data stored with each set of output data is usd to re-assemble the pieees of data for each radkd.
The single-board computer has access to the output data from the autocorrelators, outpnt from
factors processing (an intermediate product), and output from moments promsshtg (reflectivi~
and velocity estimates).
The single-board compnter will send the moments data to the
Conctnrent computer md to the video contro~er.

/

The mntrol processor has access to tie tape drives in the time seriw buffer card cage when
time series data is not beiig remrded. Therefore, the system can record my two of the fo~owing
products Stmtdtmtausly

!

1. Time Series Buffer Data (raw I and Q,
2. Autocotrelator output,

/

3. Factors, or

/

4. Moments.
Under nod
operating conditions, factors output will be recorded on nine-track tape. At
this time there is no plan to r~ord either the autocorrelator output or the moments. outpu~ except
for diagnostic use.

i’

1.
1’
1

Di@ostic

software for the system wfi consist of at least the foUowing tools
1. Single Gate Processor (SGP),
2. A-Scope,
3. Autocorrelator and I/Q data display,
4. -p

test,
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5. Buffer test, and
6. Synchronization test.
Error logging wfll be supported using the Sun computer in the conuol system.
detitcd during operation WN be recorded on disk and WWW displayed on the console.

Mors

Phns for Next Period
W of the major components of this pmessing system have been ordeti
During the next
reporting period, efforts wfl focus on the design and development of d-time
software and
diagnostics. The input interface that transfers data from the radar contro~er to the input
prmessor WWdso b designti in the next period.
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3. REAL-T~

COMPUTER SYSTEMS

A network of minicomputers and workstations provides the M btween the front-end radar
data acquisition hardware at the Orlando, FL field site ~2C)
md the displays in tie ATC
Tower. This network mtutects a 3280WS multi-p~essor
super-minicomputer manufacti
by Conctrrrent Computer Corporation, nine Sun servers, four Sun workstations, and two
SyrnboHCs HSP machines. A sirnptifiti view of the network is depictd in Figure 3-1. This
figure Wus@atcs the three independent ethemets that provide interprocess communication
a ~ base data etheme~ a raw ethernet (no tidshsking)
at re~-time rates.

for base &ta broadcast

b. The products ethcrne$ which doubles as the channel for dgorithrn product data
communication betw- processors and the system backbone for fte access.
c. me tower ethernet, which serves the same function in the tower as the products
ethernet dws at ~~2C.
The 3280MPS @TS) is the main computer at ~2C
It is usd for d-time
conwl of the
*
system radar amerma movement, signal processor, and DAAs (and is dso the host for
DAA software). AdditionMy, it performs high-speed data _ng,
display amputation and
managemen~ system control, md data communication.
Some detection dgofithms, such as the storm motion algorithm and the National Severe
Storms bboratory ~SSL) version of the gust front algorithm that was used operstiontiy,
execute on RTS, but the buk of the post-base-data-generation functions (det~tion algorithm
ex~utio~ @ysis @d towm display creation, data and product service) are distibutd across
and the tinrrol Tower. The assignment of
the Sun and SymboEcs systems at both W2C
functions to systems is summariti briefly in Table 3-1.
The dam flow tiughout
the network begins with condition
base data generati by RTS
and broadcast on the base data ethernet to selecti dgtithrns on the Sun processors. From the
base &W the tdgorithrns (whether ~wudng on the Suns or the tincurrent) generate either
in~ediaw
or fid products. These products are written itt a Lincok-specfid
archive forma~
Each machine refies on a combination of vendor-suppfied transmission control protocol ~@)
networking software and Lincoh-developed communications management software to ~smit
and interpret these product mmrds. Product -c
is carried on the product etiemet at ~2C.
Selected products, required to produce the displays in the tower, are transrnittti over a
56 Hobaud synchronous communication fink to the Tower ethernet where the products *
avaikble to the remote displays stems. me ~ between Ted at FL-2C and Tracon located in
the Tertnind Radar Approach z ontrol facfity ~CO~
at tie ~ntrol Tower supports the
flow of products.)
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Ethernet

Table 3-1.
Pro=ssor/Function
Assignment.
TyPS

I

CoNrrerrf

3280MPS

Funtiion
Real-time wntrol (radar system, antenna,

signal processor

DAA
Data
Data
Data
Gust

recording
qualny edfiing
distribution
front, PRF Selection, Storm Motion, Precipitation, and

Tornado Vortex ~S)

algorithm execution

Sun U60

Micmbursffeature exfradon
Wcroburst shape generation

S;!mk!ics 3550

go ,~~ro~grs! s!,r~@.lureremg nNOn
Microburstalarm generation

Sun 4B30

Advanced gust front feature etirecfion

Symboris 3*O

Wet” spare for Adel
Gust front feature assodation and discrimination(AGFA)
Gust front deteotiin and haard generation (AGFA)

Sun 3R80

Gust front update pmcassing
Cotipit display generatbn and management
System haarfbaat generstbn

Sun W460

Real-time rasamphng
Gust front display and truthingsystem support

Sun W60

Micmbumt display and tMhing system aupporf

Sun weo

SQnHkant weather idetitibtion
Scan mode Processing
I Product data recrrrdi~

Sun W80

I New DAAwntrol (not used oparafbnaUy)

Sun 3/160

j Communicationsgatawaymanageme”t

Sun W60C

GSD aarvar execution
GSD pmceasing and display

Sun W60

GSD processing and dis~ay (mrrwayconfiiuraf~rrsslave
to Tower)
CommunicationsGateway Management

i Sun3/60C

GSD processing and dsplay

Sun 3/60C

GSD processing and display (demonstration system)

Sun 3/60C

Spare
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A. CONCURRENT
1. Concurrent

RE&-~ME

SYSTEM

3280 MPS Hardware

During the second haif of the ~eporring period (once the site had been reassembled in
@l@do), there were chronic (though infrequent) system crashes which were traced to failing
circuit boards mtd out-of-revision boards which contained engineering errors. Concurrent
tintenance
persomel determined that marry of the boards in the system were several revisions
old they ordered new boards and made plws to upgrade the system. Memwhiie. the occasional
system crashes had to be tolemted since compatible replacement boards were u~available.
2. Real-Time System Software
The. .~-2 Resd-Time System @TS) operates .in the Concurrent Computer Corporation
(formerly Perkin-Eher) Model 3280MPS minicomputer. Its functions are:
& Acquisition of preprocessed radar sample data <factors) from the DAA.
b. Recorrng

of DAA data on magnetic tape.

c. Converting the DAA factors data to base data (sigttd-to-noise ratio (SNR),
refl~tivity, velocity, and spectrum width) for each radar smple gate.
d. Conditioning the base data by applying data qusdity cditbtg.procedures.
e. ResatrspBng the base data from polar to ~tangular
color displays.

coordinates for output to

f. Transmitting resmpled base data images and other weather products to remote
computer systems and workstations.
g. Providing a red-time database and hosting environment for algorithms for
automated detection of hamrdous weather phenomena
h. Providing manual and semi-automated
processing, and display of weather data.

operator control over recording,

a. Data Acquisition and Recording
This portion of tie RTS is responsible for reading radsr data and other information (such as
aircraft beacon reports) from the DAA (or dud DAAs) via a direct memory access (DM) link
and for recording the data and information on 6250 bpV125 ips magnetic tape drives. The DMA
link is either custom-buflt at Lincoln hboratory or it is a Digital Equipment Corporation
DR1 l-W, depending on the version of DAA being usd ~ls capability was not changed during
the reporting period.
b. Base Data Generation and Conditioning
k this intermediate processing step, base data (sign~-twnoise ratio, reflectivity, velocity, and
spectrum width) are produced from the DAA factors. This process is computationally
demanding and so is performd largely by table look-up. ~ls is m optional stage in the data
path since current plans are for front-end computers to perform Wls operation.
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Once the base data have.kn
generated, they maybe conditioned by application of various
data qutity editing procedures. Currentiy avtilable editors are (in order of their application}
& Raytheon point target removal (new for 1990).
b. Uutter residue map-based editing.
c. Range obscuration editing.
d. Ra@eon velocity detiasing (new for 1990)
Ofly minor changes were required for the testbed mnversion to C-band. A more substantird
enhancement was the implementation of a new base data format to tiprove the performance of
the point target removal and velocity detiasiug software. New fmmat base data are converted to
the more compact standard format before disrnbution to the mst of the system.
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established with tie scan editor. Using the tifortnation in this code, each tit (scan of the radar at
a given degree of elevation) can be individuaRy targeted for the appropriate tasks (editors and
dgorib}
non-targeted tasks do not receive base data, thus reducing intertask communication,
mntention for shti
memory access, and to a lesser exren~ centi pmessing unit (~~
time.
However, the primary motivation for this enhancement was the nti to differentiate between the
“first” and “secon~ dud scans used as part of the Raythmn velocity d~asing rdgorithrn. fis
differentiation is scan strategy-dependent and must be spmfied with the scan dtor.
c Data Distribution
Data distribution is a twmstage process, be~ig
with the data as rewrded on tape -d
ending with whatever task (e.g., resampler, or weather det~tion rdgorhhm) might quest the
date
a. Physical records received from the DAA are placed in “tape buffers” for
recording. me tape buffers are accessed by a series of intermediate -sing
tasks which extract and derive particular pieces of information (e.g., radm
sample data, aircraft beacon reports) to M distributed to the rest of the system
b. After intermediate processing, the data are distributed to the rest of the system
via a “&ts smatn” mechanism. Each stream represents a partictisr type of
data and may be accessed by any task in the system
Data are not dropped tim the system unti every task accessing that me of data has had a
chance to acquire the data or unti data shedding occurs due to etiustion of buffer space. Data
distribution was enhanced during the reporting period by inmasing the amount of buffer space
available and by increasing the numbw of tasks which could simultaneously access the data
streams.
d. Rwampfing and Display
me resampfing and display tasks enable the operators to observe the data co~ection process
and to evaluate appropriate scan strategies for mllecting meaningful and usefuI data.
me resamptig procedure convws the polar base data (reflectivity. vel~ty, md specmrn
width) into three 256-by-256 bln Cartesian images using a “nearest gate” approach. me value
placed into a bin is selected from tie polar gate which is spatitily closest to the center of that bm.
W capabfity was not changti dting the repornng period.
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The display task, utiizing the Genisco color computer and three monitors (one each for
reflectivity, velocity, and spectrum width), turns tie resamplcd data into color pictures. It
displays aircraft beacon information, map overlays, and dgoritbm product overlays on top of the
base data, W under opetitor control.

I
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a Operator hterface
The operator intdace to RTS is made up of an operator commtmd entry terminal and a
system status monitor termimd. The command entry terrnimd is serviced by a task which
tite~ts
and distributes operator commands and displays command responses (including en~
errors). The status monitor terminrd displays system status reports as weU as warning and error
messages.
f. Communication
This portion of RTS is responsible for exporting base and algorithm product data to extemd
computer systems and workstations. Two ethernet connections are used for rdl external data
communication a) a raw ethernet (no handshaking) for base data broadcast at red-time rates and
b) a TCP ethernet protal for rdgorithm product dam
Them was anew ~ufrement to import automatic scan mode selection information to be used
by the scan control software. In response, a genersf purpose “cfient” sof~are task was @tten.
This task interfaces betw~n the TCP ethernet protocol, used by workststton-basd dgonthms
for data communication, and tie Concurrent-basd data streams, Mowing algorithm products
generated outside the tincutrcnt to be distibutd within the @ncurrent. It can be configurd at
run-time to control which algorithm product will be accessed and which data smeam will be
producd

1
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i
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3. Radar Control System
Figure 3-2 i~ustrates the ~-2C
testbed front-end control hardware and software
configuration usd during the reporting period. The three primary components of the radar
control system are the scan mntiol interface program, the antenna conmol program, and the radar
conmol program. The time series program is started only when time series data co~cction is
necessary.
a. Antenna Control
The amemta control pro~am converts operator-specified scan strategies (see Scan Control)
into appropriate antenna pedesd =imuth and elevation motion. me progmm POUStie ant~nna
for current status and generates motion commands based on the current status and the desired
motion. The program runs in the 3280 and communicates with the radar con~ller by means of a
Universal bgic ~tcrface (~1). The radar controller functions as an interface to the Scientific
Aflsnta pedestal servo electronics.

I

One modification was made to the antenna control software during the reporting period. The
antenna control pro~”wm
changed to reduce the amount of p~processing performed on scan
definitions passed by the radar control program. This was done to isolate dl scan parameter
manipulation to within the radar control program, thereby simp~fying the antenna control
program.
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b. Smn Control

The scan control software accomphshes the fo~owing
a. Provides users with scan control, via the scan editor, by which a number of

scans-plan position indicator (PPO, range height indicator @~) and fixed
azimutid elevation (POI~)+an
be defined, executed, and monitored. The
scan dltor is an interactive program that permits the radaz operator to easily
define and modify a scan, store the scan on disk, retrieve the strut from disk,
submit up to 15 scans for execution, and maintain up to 32 scan definitions
simultaneously.
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Figwe 3-2. FL-2Cra&r controlkrdwarelsofwareconfigwaltin.
b. Translates scan definitions into squences

of commands to be distributed as
wuired to the antenna control softwm, tbe signrd ~rocessor, the DAAs, the
time series data collection hardware and assortsd application softwm packages
(e.g., the beaan tracking program, the automatic scan mode selection
program).

c. Provides operator access to useful scan control functions, including
1. Rerd-time aircraft beacon tracking iq which scans are dynamically defined to
include selectti aircraft positions.
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2. Time series recording of either filtered or unfiltered
measurements..

I and Q radar

3. Antenna control program simulation for software development and testing in
the lab.
& Provides a scan monitoring capability which reports scan, radar, and antenna
information.
The scan conml software is comprised of a number of tasks, each providing a subset of the
toti capabfi~, and each of which is closely coupled to the other tasks. brnnutrdcation among
tie ta~ is Schievd through shared data areas in memory, disk ~es, Sntior intertask messages.
me fo~owing changes were made to the scm mntrol software during the reporting penal
a. me scan conml software was modifiti to support automatic scan mode selection.
Scan schedules containing a co~ecrion of PPI, ~;
ad PO~
scans were tagged
with a mode name. Scan modes were quested either manu~y or automatically.
Automatic scan mode sdection involvti receiving and processing mode request
messages from the scan mode selection algorithm that was deveIopd to run on a
Sun system Scan control mode selections were based upon existing weather
conditions and a user-defmd scan “scenario” that described the radar situation
with respect to the airport, either on-airport or off-sirpom It is expected that other
expetienti
scan scenarios wfil be developed for test purposes.
b. Two new range sampling modes were developd

to aantntodate
gate spacing of the C-band radar system. One mode was designd
90 k
with 150-meter resolution. The second mode, intended
scanning, skipped 33 km and extendd out to 392 km, with
450 meters.

I
,,
I

the new range
to extend out to
for long-range
a resolution of

c. A new software package was added to the radar control softwm Ubrary to maintain
system parameters andor system value Hsts that were tagged with specific dates
and times. This package was designed to maintain real-time control and
calibration parameters that were in use at any date and time for red-time or
playback operations.
d. A new scars parameter was added to define so elevation angle satiated
with aut~
zero circuit conuol. When the elevation associated with a tilt is above a userspecifid sngle~ the autmm
circuit in the radar receiver is enabl~. When the
aut~zero circutt is enabled, it attempts to remove DC bias from the receiver I and
Q channels. Autmzeroing must be enabld occasiontiy to compensate for a v@g
bias. During TD~ scanning, the highest elevation tit of each scan was
circuit etrabld
run with the autm~
e. Anew range gate cfipping algorithm was developed to tiuce the number of range
gates pmcesscd by dse signal processor, Without range gate cIippirrg, the data rate
associated with higher pulse frequencies exceeded the sigmd processor. timing
capability. For each tilt, the radar contro~er program computed sutd implemented
the maximum number of range gates that could be processed as a function of the
~uestedpulse
frequency and range samphng mode.

I

f. A new set of user control commands were added to the red-time (and off-line)
radar control software to properly activate and deactivate the FL-2 softwarecontm~ed fmnt+nd hwdware. Precaution~ steps were rWuird to safely trigger
the activation of the waveguide switches @nmsry and secondary) and the
trartsmitter high voltage.
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C-band data,
The following

,g. After the FL-2 radar hardware was correctly processing
measurement of, the system ctilbration constants were made.
system parameters were checked for correctnes~
1. Radar range (distance) to f~st gate.
2. AGC coefflcienta.
3. Receiver noise kvel.
4, R~iver

gain.

5. Transmitter power.
6. STC response curve out to 10 km.
7. Acti
B. SUN ~&m

PRFs were measured to verify the requested PRF values.
SYSTEM

1. Sun Network
The structure of the network has remained unchanged since 1988. Network enhancements
have taken tie form of new machines and hardware upgrades.
As @lcti
in Figure 3-1, there are four machines connwted to the base data etheme~ Only
these machines can host dgonthma requiring direct access to conditioned base data These
rdgorib
m
L Microburat feature extractor cxmudng on Juno. The bridge between Juno and the
base data ethernet prevents the pmess from -iving
data for range gates beyond
45 km.
b. Advmced gust front dgoritbtn (AGFA) feature extractor, ex=uting on Ms.
c. Re~-time reaampler, used for real-tie
executing on WWow.

analysis and weather image export,

L Si~lcant
wmther determination, a portion of the scats mode selection dgorithrtt,
executing on Mirsmh
Bmauae these sdgorithsns are ex~mely inputioutput ~0) intensive, most of the hardware
uP@es *
during this reporting period were made to these rnacbes.
Memory was addd to
the systems to e-te
paging. WMOW,the osdy Sun-3 on the base data etheme~ was upgradd
from a Sun 3Dd0 to a Sun 3/480, with a substatttid increase h performance. A new Sun 4200
system, Miranda; was added to the network to hande processes new in 1990. A faster Sun 4f100
CPU board was instied in Ms. the Sun-4 used to suppo~ the advanced gust front dgonti,
so
fiat it could be run in red time in ~dlel
with the NSSL mst front dgori~
~~g
on he
ConcutrenL
Traffic on the products ethernet at FL-2C continues to be modest, despite a substantial
increase in the itsterprocess communication requirements for 1990. h part, tils load is modest
because network file system (NFS) traffic is exmemely fight during operationti machines witi
heavy disk VO ~uirements
*O have large Iocd disks. Ffies generat~ ~ Ed time me ~elY
and Laurel),
accessed remoteIy. The tinnection betw~n the analysis display stations ~iow
each using reaampld images stord on WWOW’Sdik is the primary exception.
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NeWork traffic is more of an issue on the Tower network. Product flow is nearly that of the
products ethernet at FL-2C, but Tower, the machine in the Tower cab, is a diskless client of
Tracon and generates substmtid NFS traffic. Although a new stand rdone machine, Trainer, was
added to the Tower network for air traffic control (ATC) uaining and advanced product
demonstrations during this reporting period, its use was not expected to appreciably affect the
Tower ethernet.
Late in 1989, the operadng system for the Sun network was upgraded to match that usd in
Lexington (SutiOS 4.0.3). Two NFS patches, intended to efifinate ~lsk access problems for
systems supporting distiess nodes, were installti just prior to operations. These patches were
pfictdarly critic~ to the stability of the Tower ethernet.
2. Real-Time Dmplays
The workstation display softwae on the Suns was designed to display radar ad algorithm
data for analysis purposes. It does so by taking advantage of the workstation’s unique
etttironm.rmt to proti.de a much faster, m.~refl.exih!e, ~nd more interactive cap~ti-hty th~n e~_r!ier
generation displays were able to provide. hrning,
pa-g,
user-programtntng, multi-window
interaction, linger images, real-time operation, and a greater variety of colors we dl available
through a combination of the workstation’s native capablfities and software designed to exploit
them.
The workstation development, begun in March 1986, led to a collection of programs
commonly referred to as ‘Weather Shel~ ~xSheH). WxSheU refers specifically to two related
processes responsible for the graphical and textu~ presentation of data to the user. The true
WxShell processes run an interpreter which accepts commands antior scripts at the user’s
Citeractive) request to perfotm the desired action. Since it is programmable at run time, the
same software is suitable for use in both the rerd-time and off-he analysis contexts. The other
processes (database, data gathering, etc.) are independent, but all have a common and flexible
networWserver/cEent orientation.
By the end of 1989, the development of WxShell, now considered a mature product, was
mosfly complete.
During this reporting period, the real-time functionality was largely
unchangd, additionrd capabflties were addti for analysis support, including enhanced beacon,
dud-Doppler, and new algorithm products displays and augtnentd display options.
WxShell wfil continue to evolve in the coming months. Planned enhancements include the
expansion of WxShel~s capabilities to work with data which does not include complete
specification of its world coordirsate~ the improvement in WxShel~s ability to access data by
time an~or squence incremen~ improvements in speed and ease of use the development of online contouring and more flexible display attribute
and the creation of more sophisticated
animation, dud-Doppler, and beacon analysis and display.
3. GSD
In late 1989, the FAA requested that Lincoln Laboratory develop a Geographic Situation
Display (GSD) which would emulate, as closely as possible, the GSD to be fieldd by Raytheon.
WxShell was used to provide the basic graphics display capability and was supplemented with
additional functions and programs as appropriate to complete the system. Work on the GSD
continued throughout the winter and early spring, resulting in a system that could support
Raytimn-style D~ displays in the Tower cab, the T~CON, and at both the *2C and ASR-9
testbed field sites.
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The fd GSD software stite irtcludd
a A menu input prom

basal on a simple prototype obtained horn Wytheon,

b. Processes which transformed LLWAS wind data, runway configuration
information (obtained from the menu process). ad microbmst ~d gust front
alarms into textual and graphic runway alarms,
c. WxSheU processes to dispky text, graphics, and status,
& A non-WxSheU process to produce the ribbon display, and

e. Support processes to co~ect various fries and information for monitoring and
mnrro~g the GSD display.
- -- ---. . . hA.aow-d
hr WA-time system was Gather2.
b>e Say*A.
p,-.s...
%rr= the =s? cc ?.._.-.
used by the rd-time analysis dispIays to a~uire data to be displayed and by the rerd-tirne
archivers to capture data to be stored.
Among

A number of changes are planned for the GSD for the 1991 operariod
Among fiese mw
& Provide support for the plasma ribbon displays manufactured
s-cations,

season its Grkdo.
to Raytheon’s

b. hcorporate a facfity for testing alternative user intesface$
c.-

dispky options to support propod
weather products, including rnicroburst
prediction and tornado vortex signa~
and

d. Modify SPWWICGSD operation and disphy to match the evolving Raytheon
Sym
4. New Ngorithrtss ~d Proc_
The Listcoh Laboratory GSD was a replacement for the Natiomd Center for Atmospheric
Research @~)
GSD. It did not affect the network configuration or allocation of resources
since it ran on the same Hware,
both at ~2C and b the Tower, as during the 1989 s-n.
However, there were a number of dgonthms and anctilary processes added elsewhere in the
system These additions are described Wow.

me TDWR is specified to switch automaricdly from Monitor to Hamrdous scan modes
when h-dous
weather is close to the airport. An algorithm was developed to inte~te
information derivd from the base radar data with the output of the microburst and gust front
dgorithtns to identify the hmode. The software to support automated scan mode sel~tion
was implemented and irrstied at -2C.
Because additiond work was ~uired for the GSD to
support mode-sensitive time outs, the outputs of the dgoriti.
pficulmlY tie sti~h to monit~
mode, were not used to control the radar operationally. The scan mode algorithm*
be usti in
1991.
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b. Cockpit Server
The cockpit display server is a process that defivers output from vtious feature extractors to
as~
(1.Y x Z) display institi
in the cockpit of an aimraf~ Communications to the cockpit
display is achievd with packet modem radios. The end resdt is a miniatum, “arnpp~
down”
version of the GSD.
c. Gust Front Update
The basic gust front dgonthm produces detections and forecasts every five minutes. A
the gf_update process, filters the output stream of the Wst front #gorifim
simple program, cdd
and reports the output at one-minute intervrds for the scan select dgorithro, tie cockpit display
server, and the GSD.
d. System Control Proceasw
A num~ of processes were added to the system to con~ol and vtidate the flow of data to
the tower without r~uiring operator intervention to mdlfy hardware connections. These
processes were put in place to avoid my confusion on the part of ATC observers in the Control
Tower between playback and five data. ~ls had bmn a problem in the past when observem
started the Tower and Tracon computers during periods that were outside of designated
operational ties.

A new system was added to the network at the tower to support the training of ATC
personnel. A stand-rdone GSD was creatti to allow controllers and supervisors to exercise the
system under W anticipated weather conditions. The system contains a set of “cann# data
cases (initiMy captured during operations in tisas
City), a sirnrdator to disrnbute the data at
red-time rates, and an interface to petmit case selection. me SOftW~ dso is coqfig~~. to
allow live operation on special occasiona. Both the case sel~tion and data dtsmbuuon
mechanisms are flexible, ~owing cases to be addd e~y to the system
C. SYMBOLICS ~fiT~E

SYSTEM

There are two SymboEcs 3650 LISP machmes at W2C, each with 376 MB of disk storage.
Depenfig on the mode of operation of ~-2C (e.g., delivering data to the tower or not), these
systems perform different functions in the system. Ariel, with two megawords of memory and a
floating point accelerator, is ddcated to the ttricroburst system It accepts feati
inf?rroation
from the fature extractor rmming on Juno, performs W 3D p=essing. and generates rmcrob~st
darrns which it passes to the microburst shape generator executing on Juno. Steph=o, wlfi
three megawords of memory, is kept running in s~dby mode during operaaons, ready to
provide a nearly instantaneous replacement for Ariel in the event of a system f~um. men data
are not being defiverd to the tower, Stephano is used as part of the advanced gust front
algorithm. In’ this mode, Stephsno accepts feature information tim tie advanced gust front
feature exmctor running on fis, performs feature association and discrimination, and produces
the gust front detection and hsmrd information.
There were no hardware or operating system changes to the SyrnbOfics machines dting tils
reporting perid The latest version of the microburst algorithm SyrnbOfiCS software, version 32,
was insttied at the site in May. This version of the software included a capability for setting the
site-adaptable parameters in the Symbolics portion of the algorithm at run time (this capability
tieady existed for the Sun-4 microburst algorithm feature extraction softwme). Other new
features included the microburst pre&ction prtiuct ~d sto~ masVvolume/center of 8ra~tY
computations. Changes to the gust front Symbofics software were pnmtily structural, reflecting
the transition of LISP portions of the feature extractor to the Sun-4.
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4. ORLANDO SITE OPERATIONS

A. ~-2C

MEASU~~~S

1. Data Coll~ion

.

During the last two weeks in May 1990, the ~-2C radar in Orlando, ~ was operational for
ctibration on find checkout. The radar operated in a data-collection mode for 102 hours in my
and June, collecting 97 tapes. The initial measurements on 22 May were usti to verify the
position of the antenna and the range to fmt gate offset. The radar calibrations were completed
by 1 Junq however, there were stil minor mtilcations
after Wls date. Be@ning in early June,
tie entire system was checked dafly to verify the stabifity of the crdibration constants. There
were no ano~es
reported with the molar cfibrations in June.
Over a five-week period tim 27 May through 30 June, 150 rnicrobwsts and 32 gust fronts
‘W”eieGbsewti ‘Ui .AUl~“-1”-’
~,Uo ~-~. .4 rmm.ber cf these !I? microbu?sts ~mdseven gust fronts)
were detcctd within 3 nfi of Orlando ktemational Airport ~CO).
There were two major
microburst periods, from 2 through 9 June and horn 20 through 26 June. me most active day
was 5 June, with 18 microbursts. The number of events observed in Orlando thus far is
comparable to Denver in terms of microburst tiquency.
The majority of the microbursts were detected in the late titertsoon hours between l@O and
1800 hours local tie (Figure 4-l). There wm a shght peak in rnicroburst activity between 1600
and 1700 hours. The ha=d from microbursts in Orlando is confined mainly to the afternoon
hours, me ~uency
of gust fronts was fairly evenly disrnbutd between 1300 and 1800 hours.
The distribution of microburst md gust front intensities in Orlando is similar to other TD~
testbed locations. More than one-thii of the tnicrobursts were weak, with velocity differentials
less than 15 ~s, whiie one out of six reached 25 ds or greater @igure 4-2). me strongest wind
shear was 36 ~s on 5 Jun% while the strongest airport event reached 30 tis on 6 June. The
mum
velocity for the airport microbwst occurred within a distance of 2 km, which would
have presentd a significant huard to a departing or approaching aircrafL
~ of the gust fronts dds period were weak or moderate, with velocity differetttids less than
15 ~s. This is somewhat different from the distdbution of gust front intensities in the mid-west
~ansas ~ty) where squti Hnes produce much stronger gust fronts. Orlando gust fronts are
p-y
more mstward and wesmard and they are oriented dmuthdly tith respect to ~2C
whfie crossing the airport. ~ls combksation of weak velocities and aximurhd orientation will
present quite a challenge to the detection of airport gust fronts in Orlando from the current
~~
testbed location.
Figure 4-3 is a plot of the reflwtivity distribution of Orlando wind shear events. Essentially
dl of the rnimobursts were associated with maximum surface reflecrivities of 40 @Z or greater.,
The smfll number of microbtirst events with reflectivity less than 40 dBZ are under
investigation. It appears that clutter contamination due to bkds gave rise to a microburst-hke
divergent signature in the data. Approximately dsrm quarters of the gust fronts had reflectivity
thin lines which might enhance the detection of Orlando gust fronts. The maximum surface
reflectivity was typically between 10 and 19 ~Z.
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On@ the system was operational, a high priority was to determine if the change to C-band
affcctd the performance of the dgonthrns. This had to be accomptishd prior to the TDWR
testing at Mm. ~us fz, the rnimoburst algorithm has had no problem detecting events.
2. Dati Anomafi~
D*g
the @t two wmb, the radar did not appear to detwt clear air reflectivities beyond 30
k
Thi3 problem was ~eviated once the molarwas fufly cafibrstcd and the radar constants were
verified. ~car air returns in June were ~icdly detected to a range of 40 or 60 ti.
Another dam quality concern is the noisy velocities detected with high-reflectivity clutter
regions. me noise is related to ~ter width and Pm, with tie worst-case scenario &lng the
widest ~ter at tie lowest Pm. This in-e
in noise is somewhat expectd sinec these is less
integration at the lower Pm. -e
a clutter map might help suppress Wls problem, there is still
tie possibihty of additioti
clutter bre~through due to ducting of the radar beam. b these
instsnms, the noisy data might impair performance of the velocity ddasing
technique. The
problem is SW Wig andyzd
Nter =2C’ was fu~y Absatti,
there was some concern that the reflectivities were high.
This ti be further investigated once ~D and Massachusetts bstitute of Technology (~)
*
data are avdable. The occurrence of sevd storms over the airport W be examind to
determine ifrdectivities from ~2C
arc mnsistentiy higher.
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Other &ta anomties noticti in ral time we= as fo~ows:
a. Missing &ta from the secondary DAA,
b. Velocity unfolfig

problems, ad

c. hcressed clutter breakthrough after the passage of gust fronts.
It should be pointed out that tils is the fist time unfold~ velocities were displayti in red
time, and tiere is an increasti awsreness of unfolding errors. AU of tiese issues have been
reported to Lincok and %ytheon sndysts and are under hvestigation.
B. LLWAS W

~SO~T

OPEWTIONS

The LLWAS system at Orhdo is composed of a network of six sensors located around the
airport. Wind speed and direction dSrS sre archival on ma.~m.~ti~tape at FL-~C and ~V;FP~ :0
the Laboratory every two weeks for translation and amdysls. The fust data from Orlando was
coflectcd on 12 June. There were no periods of lost data during this time.
The tilando Mesonet wU1 consist of 40 FAA-Lincoln Laboratory Operational Weather
Studies WOWS) weatier stations and a six-station LLWAS. Site selection for the 40 FLOWS
stations began in early January 1990. The prehminary cotilguration for this network sets nine
stations on and 31 stations off airport property. Area mvcrage for tie network is expected to be
aPPm~atelY
w squ~ MOmetCrS (avmge station spacing sfighfly greater than 2 km) and
~ be centeti on MCO. The planned configuration of the Orlando Meaonet is depicted in
Figure M.
Ask previous years, the LLWAS stations wfll w~mt only wind information (speed and
dir~on at approbtel~
seven- to ten-second irt~ds),
wh~s
the ~OWS sufiace wmther
stationa wi~ co~ect vartous meteorological data such as barometric pressure, temperature,
relative humidity, precipitation rates, and wind spd and htion.
The samp~ig rates for the
~WS
stations w~ be similar to those rat= that were in effect at Kansas ~ty during 1989.
That is, the data W be represented by one-minute averages for au sensors except wind speed
and direction. These sensors win, for 25 of the stations, mllect average and pe~ wind data,
along with avmge direction for each minute, The remaining 15 s~tions wi~ act to emulate the
enhanced LLWAS (see Fiwre 44) by collmting wind data, both speed and direction, every 15
swonda. Mao, to emuhte the enhanced LLWAS properly, the wind sensors @l be mounted
atop l~ft towers to avoid ld
obstruction effects.
By the end of June 30 out of a possible 40 contracts had been agreed upon by Iod land
owners. This action enabled Lmcoh Laboratory to be~ erecting weather stations on agredupon sites. As of 30 June, 20 FLOWS stations, along with the six-station LLWAS, were
operation~.

During the spring, the ~
radar and support equipment were moved from Kansas ~ty, MO
to Orlando, FL. Site construction was delayed throughout May and June because of vtious
problems with permits and inning. These problems were documented for the FAA by Alan
Borho ~~).
Thus, there were no ~D radar measurements in support of tie TD~
project
this repordng perid
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D. A~CRA~

MEASUREMENTS

The ~

Cessna Citation, an instrument-quipped jet aircraf~ was available to collwt data
The focus of aircraft operations in Orlando shlftcd from turbulence
measurements to low-level wind shear penetrations. Whenever cells were detected near the
airport, the C:tation’would squence into theapproach pattern totheim
acted runway. The
altitude oftiese pene@ations wastWicdly 200ftabove Wound level(A 6 L), depending upon
cell dynamics md outiow smength. The success of mch mission was dependent on the tr#fic
volume in the vicitdty of the airpom There were numerous cxamplce where the ~tation’s
approach was delay~ while they were squenccd betind other aircmft. Nonetheless, aircraft
measurements through pnmtily wed microbursts were collected on four days. The strongest
downdrtits reporrd by the aircraft were 10 tis on 22 and 24 June.
in Orlando on 18 June.

Figwe 44. Mesmretconfigwalionfor Orlando,FL. The FLOWSslaliom,includingthoseactingas
enhancedUWAS.abng withtheact& LLWASstations,
are indicaed. FWWS s!ationsidemwedw.ihan
ID n&r are opratioml as af30 Juae 1990. Radarsiresandrww~s from MCOare dso shown.

E. SUPPLEMENTAL
,,

MEASUREME~S

mere were no data collected in support of upper-air soundings, lightning, or clutter during
this period.

1. Soundings
Upper-air measurements will be collected h Orlando with the NSSL Cross-Loran
Atmospheric Sounding System (CLASS) sounding system to assist in numerical modefing
studies of microbursts. me balloons and radiosondes were receivd on site in June. h traffic
comrol personnel at MCO were contacted concerning a site for tie launches. The F~2C radar
site is in the flight pattern, wMe U~ is not available because, of construction delays. An
alternative location 9 km east of the airport was selectd prior to the completion of the W
site.
Launches are scheddd for 0700, 1000, and 1300 hours, with additiond launches as appropriate.
Soundng data W be collectd from 1 July through 31 August.
2. ~ghtning
The Hghtning data to be co~ected in Orlando consists of data from the French (O~W)
interferometer system and from a network of 20 corona point sensors to be instild on the masts
of ~el~t~ ~~e~~.et ~ta#A~r.~.The F~r,~h. ~y~:em,sh~.~!d & ~par~~~r.al ir. }Jly, Wh,fletii.e fixst
corona point sensors should be instied in August. The schdule for corona point installations
has shpped because of problems encounter
with obtaining permits for the Mesonet sites.
EVW three days the fightning information from the corona data co~ection platforms is archival.
Lightning data may be usd to enhance the prediction and trend estimate of rnicrobursts as well
as to identify bardous cek k the terminal area.
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5. DATA ANALYSM AND PROCESSmG
A. LE~NGTON

.

COMPUTER

SYSTEMS

Nearly 70 workstation servers, and minicomputers support the experiment data reduction
and algorithm development activities in tixington, M. An intcrnrd locsd area network permits
electronic ffle transfer between rnachmes of different architectures, allows penpherds to be
shared mong the systems, and provides fde system support for the di~ess nodes. Figure 5-1
presents a sirnp~d
view of this network, Mustrating the backbone Ethernet and the five cfient
subnets. The backbone COMwts two Concurrent minicomputers (VBU and AN2), three
Symbolics LISP machines, a Sun compute server (Ceres), a Sun communications server
(Guardian), and five Sun file servers (Jufiet, Hafiet, Lear, Oberon, and Viola). Each cfient
subnetwork ~
the individurd Sun workstations to their parent file server and in turn to the rest
of the network
L Concurrent

Computers

In Lexington, the cotilguratioi of the Concurrent Computer Corporation (formerly PerKnElmer) minicomputer systems has been stable since late 1988. The resources available to
@ncsssrent users are ~ted in Table 5-1. The three systems were used heatiy during the spring,
particukly for development of red-time software targeted for the @ncurrent 3280 at -2C.
With the exception of AN2, the systems were ex~mely mtiable. Ute in the spring, the cause of
AN2s intermittent self-induced power ftiuro recovery actions was fttsdly identified and the
problem co~td
.

2. Sun Network
fie Sun systems in Lexington are intended to provide uniform, high-speed, interactive
computing resources to M group members. In creating a network of Suns to meet dds god, the
followirtg objwtives wm most irnportanc
a. The structure of the network should be invisible to its users.
b. A user’s mvironment should move with the user from workstation to workstation.
c. Ml fde systems should b qutdly accessible across the network.
d Addition of new workstations an@or servers should be possible without disrupting
the rest of the system.

.

,!

The keys to the success of the network architecture chosen are the organimtion of the servers
on the backbone Ethernet md the sticture of the client subnets. The fde servms are Sun 3~80s,
each with eight megabytes ~)
of memory and an internal 6250 bpi mpe ~Ve. The wti Online storage capacity providd by the file servers is approximately 11 gigabytes. The local disks
on each file sewer hold the file systems for that server’s cfients (the users whose workstations are
located on the client subnet). Using Sun’s ~S, each server cross-mounts the file systems of
non-Iocd users ao that dl user fdes are visibie at any workstation.
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Tab!e 5-1.
Resources Available

Concurrent

VBU

AN2

BAT

CPU
APU

CPU

CPU

16

16

8

1422 (1125)

1422 (1125)

948 (750)

300 (256)

80”(67)

80(6n

Genlsco
(3 .mntiora)

Genisw
(1 monitor)

--

machine
Processors
Memo~ (MB)
fixed U[sk Storage
.

(MB~
Remowble .Uik
Storage (MBY
Msplay

Hard&py

Graphics

at Lexington.

Vereatek pflnter/plotier

Tekfmnix ink-jet
~lor pfotter
RS-232 Pom

26 ~~~

26

18

2
2

2
2

—.
2

Tape Drfves.
1600mO0 bpi
“625W1600 bPi

Ethernet @ntrollera

Spedal Infetiaces

300 Ipm

300 Ipm

Ptintera
L-1

kal area nefvvo*
Bsaedafa Ethernet

area netwo~

Primary DAA
Secondav Dti
New DAA (DR1l)

(none)

Ske of unformatted tisks in megabyfea
ormatiing is shown in parentheses.

(Una’’-’ed)

~?n!a~%ti
New DAA (DRII)
Signal Processor

is presented first. Disk space available tier
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Two servers are shared by ti users:

1

a. A Sun 3/160, which is a communications gateway that provides access both to the
ktemet ad to tbe remote field sites.

!
I

1

~,
I

b. A Sun 4nO0, which is both a computer server md a testing platfom for the redtinte Sun-based dgonthms.
The resomces asstiatcd with the servers are fisted in Table 5-2. Mthough tape drives are
Iocd to a particdar server, they can be accessed across the network using the Group’s remote
tape package. ,
To minimize the traffic tb.rughout the network, the loads are .bdanced on both the client
subnets and the. backbone EthemeL Ceti
contributors to network load cannot be anticipate@”
for ;exantple, local. versus remote tape access by user programs is a function of. resource
avadab~,
rsot desi-m. However; e~afina~~n Of other ~emponen~~ ~f Lhe.iead. has .pim~en
ex&emely usefd. Since non-local disk acwss genwates titific on the. backbone wtie local”disk
-sfers.
bemeen a server and its clients are confiied to the ap~pnate
subneL. the patterns of
fde””shting among individuals and pr~jects are extremely important.
Also” critical to
understanding network loading arc the paging and swapping ~uests generated by individud
users. Ffle sharing contributes to both backbone and subnet .tific, wtie paging and swapping
generate subnet traffic ody. The sndysis of nework use is extremely subjmtive. Patterns of
both me access and page/swap requirements change with assignment therefore,. the results must.
be ~vaksatd
on a E@
basis.
The approach “tienthusfar, which allows individud users to be shifted between ffle servers
needs change, has proven exmmely successful. During the last reporting period, a fiith
fide server was added with virtually no disruption in network service. By the end of June, the
client subnets hosted a total of 56 clients, most of them diskless. Network response time
mndnues to be exce~en~
as the

A significant change to the network during this last reporting period was the addition of
optical disk drives to the system. Seven rewritabl~, 300 megabytwside optical disk drives have
been strategica~y placed on selwted cfient machmes to provide storage for hge volumes of
data. These fives arc shared by projwt groups ntig
access to the same data sets. Bwause
disks contain ftitted
Unix file systems, no spwird mwhanisms a required to access the files.
Wo during this period, the first Opdrnem Write Once Read Many WORM) optical drive with a
Ten-X interface was ins~led on the network, me Ten-X interface performs on-the-fly dam
compression, increasing the effective space available on the disk by 30 percent or more. The
1012 megabyte Optirnem disks wtil be used to hold permanent data mhives, such as the product
output of the ~2C ~d-titne system. The resources av~able on cfient machines arc presentd
in Table 5-3.
3. Peripherals,
The Tektronix Jnkjet printer/plotter, previously available only from the @ncurrent, was
up~d~
~d P~~ on ye Sun network. The Inkjet is the preferred printer for draft color plom,
the Tektrorux thermal printer 1sreserved for production-qutity outpuL
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Table 5-2.
Sun Network SeWerS.
Juliet
Hamlet
—
—

Machine
Machine TP
MemoV (MS)
NEC
(903 MB)

.
.

3280S

4moo

W160

8

8

8

8

8

32

6

1

1

1

2

0

0

~

o

0

1

0

0

‘
o

~wl
(1012 MB)

Guardian
—

3R80S

0

Pedestal
(267 MB)

~res
—

3E80S

,
make

Vloh
—

W80S

Hiachl
Aviv
(887 MB)

-ton
—

W80S

‘

(851 MB)

bar
—

0

I

(

1

1

2

0

1

0.

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

0

1

‘o

Magne~wTape
(8250 bpi)

1

1

1

1

1

1

0

Modems

o

0

0

0

0

0

3

Moat new software is developd on the Sun. The packages are designd to take advantage of
the tools providti as pm of the Sun Unix envirornnen~ Sharsd group software that was either
newly developed or substanti~ly enhanced during the reporting periti is briefly described
below.
1. hterproc-

,,
,?
/,

Communications

Prrckages

With the preparation for the 1990 data-gathering season, tbe number of applications sharing
date structures and softwsre with M-time algorithms grew substantitiy. As a resulG routines
that had once been consideti
“red-time” were enhanced and incorporated into tie Group’s
gen~ purpose software structure. Two packages in pardculm, now used both for analysis and
red-time suppon are njor examples of this transition:
a. S-er-Cfient
b. h~cd

timrnunications

Record Readin~riting

Package (w~ac).
Package oogre and hmps).
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Table 5-3.
Client Machines on the Sun Natwork.
Type

~60

W5

3/s0

Who

3/160

azso

Total

Num~r

21

4

18

4

8

1

56

8

5

4

14

2

3

0

28

12

13

0

3

2

5

0

23

18

2

0

1

0

0

1

4

20

1

0

0

0

0

0

1

chrome

13

4

13

0

4

1

35

Color

8

0

5

4

0

0

17

Dual

0

0

0

0

4

0

4

3

0

0

0

0

0

3

Pedestal
(280 MB)

o

0

0

0

1

0

1

o@cal

7

0

0

0

0

0

7

o

0

0

0

4

0

4

o

0

0

0

0

1

1

8 mm

1

0

0

0

0

0

1

6250 bpi

o

0

0

0

2

0

2

114inch
cstitidge

o

0

0

0

3

0

3

1

1

2

0

1

0

5

Meme~
(MB)

Mono-

Mentors

Shoebox

Oism

Tapes

Internal
(71 MB)
Eagle
(380 MB)

Modems

●

Shoebcx SCSI untis ecntain an internal 1/4 inch cartrtige tape driva.

a. Server-Ctient Package (sc-pat)
The server-c~ent communications package was ongin~y developed as part of the red-time
microburst feature extractor. Two types of data were managed by the package 1) packets
carrying base data from the somce (i.e., the Concurrent red-time system) to the Suns and
2) specially formattti archive records communicating intermediate and find results between
algorithms. Support for several protocols was built into the packagq among them ~ and ~
~E for ingesting base data (from the network or a fde, respectively) and TCP and HLE for
accessing archive streams (horn the network or ftie, respectively). Stiiiching between protocols
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rquircd no modifications to application developer’s code it was achievd by changing enrnes in
a data file (called the dgorkbm services file).
Plans for the summer 1990 red-time demonstration called for an increase in the number of
processes targetti for the FL-2C rd-time testbed, each with a need to support mdtiple ti-dme
data streams. These new dgonthms were outside the microburst red-time softwwe dom~
moreover, the responsibility for the new off-line amdysis tools required for algorithm
development was spread across the group. Thus, in hte December 1989 it was decided to move
toward a coherent group-wide interprocess communications fibrsry that could be used both in
red-time and off-tie for development and malysis. Precedent for tils approach existed. Early
in the development of the advanced gust front dgoritbm, the essence of the server-cfient package
was extracted from the rnicmburst code and built into the advaced gust front feature extractor.
Akhough the pardctdars of the h-es
differed, the interfaces rernaisrd the same.
The new general p~ose server-cfient fibrary (sc=pac) was completed and widely sdoptd.
As the summer approached, a flaw was discovered m the design of the TCP portion of the
WIUl
UIGUIUG1-U1-lll~~&
llLUpackage fiat occasionatiy caused processes 10 iosc ~ ~nnwfion. T=
~:-L -L--x -- -. –._-:...A.
increase its tie numbw of connections required to support the FL-2C red-time system between
1989 and 1990, this flaw was ~iely to create problems during operations. System patches were
apptied to reduce the @Meed of a process disconnect however, only a redesign and rewrite of
tks portion of the package can completely correct the problem. The retite
of Sc-pac is
scheduled to begin in ~tober 1990 and should be completed in time to guarantee a stable
communications phtform for operations in summer of 1991.
b. Logical Record Package (Iogrec) and Logical Record Template Library (lrtemps)
A generic logicrd record smam is seti-defining and is used to communicate data between
processes. A stream contains template records that describe the format of each of the record
types found witiln it. The basic Iogicd record package ~ogrec) contains procedures that use
these templates to fatitate the redlng or writing of these data strems. Functions are p$otidd
to rrandate htween the application-sp~ific intemd mpresentstion of data and the appllcationindependent logicrd record extemd format.
The software was ~mt developed in the fall of 1989, but it was not widely used. During dds
repordng period, the package was tested extensively. To correct flaws in the implementation and
to make the package more flexible for both real-time ad analytis use, mtifimtions
W~ made
to both the low-level logrw primitives and the higher-level programmer interface routines. The
original template definitions made it difficult to represent data that were most easily organizd as
sets of related data items (e.g., latitude, longitude, akimde, and trmsponder code for each of “n”
beacon reports). Both the template definitions and fogrec software were enhanced to incorporate
the nested block structures “hat permit a natural representation of these sets.
Akhough an applications programmer is free to define his internal data structure in whatever
manner he wishes, the logical record template hbr~
(JrtemPs) pm~des a set. of generallY
accepted record packin~unpwkmg routines for the standard lo@cal records used group-wide.
Use of these Ebrary mudnes provides”~ bnguage data structures to represent these records in a
way that matches the templates in order and data type. The lrremps fibrary is new this repomng
period.
2. Data Access
a. Common Format for Tapes (Cm) Library
The Common Format for Tapes (Cm provides a flexible mechanism for descnblng radar
data in polar ~ates.
The data sets are divided into volume scans which are subdivided into
tilts which m further subdivided into radids. The Cm libr~ conttins subroutines that allow
users to read and write data in this format. The original version of the software presumd that
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the primary inputioutput units were tapes its data access mechanisms were Optitized
accordingly. , Extensive use .of disk files and the addition of large-capacity opticaJ disks to the
network motivated substsnti enhancements to the CFT package. Key characteristics of the new
version include support for multiple scans in disk fries, rapid direct access to scans and dts
(rather thm the c-nt
slower, sequential access), and better error-hsntig
fa~ties.
The new
fibrary has been tested extensively and a beta version is now av~able (in addition to the standard
Cm fibrsry) for programming purposes.
b. On-1ine Data Access

Software to provide on-fine access to information about tie Group’s weather data has been
completed for Sun-3 systems. Relevmt data, such as PRF, tilt start and end times, tit type,
elevation angle, asitnuth ~ts,
have been exmted from the inventories of ~ Cm tapes and
loaded into a Cm inventory database. The user interface to the software, que~tool, assists the
user in specifying values for these data items that W Wow the system to identify the set of tits
(scan; and tapes) of inties~ The software -slates
the user’s specifications into a set of search
criteria and operates on tic database using D{G~S, a CO~~iCi~
tiitabase
=~la~eti~fii
package.
For a given radar site and YW, search criteria can be spec~led in terms of any of me
data ~es in the database. The que~tool suppofi function (qual_ttits) Wows programmers to
incorporate this search fmction into applications programs. Because WG~S is ficensed only
for fie Sun-3 systems in Uxington, the use of que~rool is tited
to those platiorms.
c Radar Data Manipuktion

(cuWlrsart)

Cuisimn is a gene~ purpose radar data tnanipuhtion package that makes it easy for usem to
rea~ wtitc, and maniptiate tits of radar data The original package was layed on top of the
~
tibrary, making basic ~
access ctis and placing the data into we~-foti”~
language
data struc~.
The ~
interface Pd
too slow for A-time data acquisition. Enhancements
to the package Wow direct transfer tim raw daa as defivered by the base data Ethernet through
the s-er-cfient
interfam, into ctiiwrt
data structures. A vtiety of additiond improvements
were made to the support for comments, the treatment of range ctipping, and the hantig
of UO
errors.
3. Translators
a. Universal Tape Format translator
Deficiencies hour current capabtilties for translating data tapes from Universal Tape Format
were identified as a result of tie incrmsing number of rqnests by group memti
m
to ~
for data tim a variety of SO-S.
As a resul~ a new Universrd-to-C~ transktor was specifie~
the design complete~ and implementation begun. The new manslator win operate based on
instictions for inte~reting non-standard data tiat are associated with each radar site and year.
These instructions wfl be tnaintaind in simple, human-readable form in a data ~de that cm be
updated as needd
The new translator will function in either the Sun or the Concurrent
environment
b. UND Translator
Modifications to the UND signal processor changed” what was recorded on tape. As of
Since most of the
22 July 1989, signal-to-noise information was no longer provided.
apphcations for UND data use only reflectivity and velocity information, the omission went
uridetected through the fall. However, since signal-to-noise is required for clutter map
generation and Lincoln rnicroburst detection algorithms, the UND-to-C~
translator was
mtiled
so that it derives signal-to-noise from reflectivity. The new translator was instied at
~2C and U- to -~anslate affected data tapes.
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4. System Software

:

a. Modemtool

I
/

.

1
{

A number of users access the Sun network remotely. Modemtool is an Enghsh language,
command-driven, modem interface. It a~ows the user to aet or query any of the modem’s
on or off, or dial anotier machine. It has kn completed but
intd=
controls, turn ~
not relead ainm the documentation is incomplete.
b. Configuration

ReEable adminis~tion of tie @up’s general purpose software is ex~mely critical. The
software must be operation
two Sun architectures (Sun-3 and Sun4) and must be kept up to
date at three sites ~xington, ~2C, and =3).
hprovements to the geneti purpose software
release and cotilgumtion conml mechanisms were designed and pardtiy implemented during
t.~
tiw repordng ptiod.
Suftware to automtie~y
geileratc tihe Coneci seiies of CO~idS
regenerate W dependent utities whenever a gencrsd purpose fibrsty is changd is part of this
development The syntax of the generic gend purpose software tnskefdes is beiig improvd to
ensure that W include fles are kept up to date and that M software has access to the most went
versions. Automatic fig settig has been irnprovd as we~. A smdy was ~de md mm:
pretisry
work done on improving gend purpose Makefles so that an automatic history ts
produti
The enhsncd system shodd be completti during the next reporting perid
c Peripheti

1’

1
I
!.

‘i ‘“
I

~

Control ~rinte~,

plotte~

optical disks, etc.)

There were a number of enhancements to the suite of uflltiea that control the Group’s
printing and pbtdng msoti.
Among these W=
L Utities

I

Control

that provide =ss

b. SO-that

across the network to tie rewritsble optical disks,

pMts Sun fdes on the Njet plotter,

c. Enhsnd
utitiea that print screen images using disk space on a remote machine as
a print spmler, and
d. Spool queue managers that uncompress ffles automstic~y
compress them again when through.

when plot~g

and

d. Appfimtions ~nager
The “messy desW syndrome is as much a problem for an elecmonic desktop as a standard
one. An new tool cud the Applications ManQger has been developed to allow users to locate
processes and modify windows and icons on a desktop. The apphcation manager has been d~
and testd It W be released as ‘soonas documentation is complete.
5. Thr*Dlmensiond

Wather

Analysis Workstation

The ori~
tie tie Wtd for the thre*ensiond
weather analysis workstation ctied for
a design document by the end of February. However, because of time spent on higher pridty
projwts (server-cfient, scan mode selector, and the cockpit display), serious work on this
document did not begin und the end of June. The document itseK W contain the fmt serious
attempt at software design and user interface design, based on third-party vendors and the group’s
needs. It tio W contain our recommendations for a hardware pktfoti
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C. PROCESS~G

AND DMTR~UTION

Raw radar data receiv~

from
and distribution.

a variety

of radar

inst~lations

are translated

into Cm,

for

Laboratory field sites
me performed routinely for days of high activity or speeiat interest. ~ remainimg manslations
are done by r~ues~ Table 5-4 summarizes, by year, the number of raw tapes receiv~ from a
pardcdm sowe. Beginning its 1988, U~ began translating their data intedy
and defivetig
only ~
tapes to Lincoh Laboratory. Table 5-5 fists the number of Cm tapes avdable by
source and year.
further

pr~ssittg

Translations of data from tbe Liicoh

Table
Raw Data

Source

1990

5-4.

Tapes Received from Various Sources.

1989

1987

1988

1988

1985

●

—
FL-2

415

817

815

511

249

963

UND

o

13

0

110

113

312

LLWAS

6

14

38

15

43

8?

Mesonet

47

74

62

39

91

137

MIT

o

0

114

0’

0

0

ASR-9

1

0

31

0

0

0

FL4

21

$05

124

0

0

0

Kavouras

o

0

44

8

0

0

UND Arcrafi

35

31

0

’50

58

50

9 Betrinnina in 1987. raw taDes were recorded at 8250 bDkbefore 1987, taes were reeordad at

Table 5-5.

CFT Data Tapes Available by Radar.
Radar

1990

1989

1968

FL-2

373

478

856

FL-3

31

118

27

UND

200

.233

121

MIT

17

--

122

ASR-9

—

’43
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The Laboratory has .cathered a wide variety of wind shear data, ranging from Mesonet
weather station recordings to dufl Doppler win~fields. All data collected-in-support of wind
shear studies are available to organizations, institutions, or individuals with a demonstrated need.
Oroups worting in wind-shear related studies reeeive the highest priority. Other requests are
honored but at a lower prioriq. h either case, an effort is made to distribute these data in a
timely manner.
An ongoing cooperative effort between NSSL and ~
~lncoln Laboratory accounted for
most of tie data requests received during this perid
Because tie data were used to vflldate the
This
gust front algorithm, additiond processing was appfied to the data before shipment
processing, or Data QudiU Editing, produces tapes in Cm format containing data that have
been edited to remove the effects of residual ground clutter (clutter editing) and of distant
weather (range obscuration titing).
In addition, these tapes contati only the tilts of data
(elevation angles of 0.5 and 1.0 degrees) used by tie gust front dgorirbm. Table 5-6 indicates
data requested by d outside organizations during this reporting period.

=ternal

Table 5-6.
Data Distribution:
Janua~

through

June 1990.

Data Requested
Format

bataa

Organisation

Radar

CIRA

FL-2

Univarsal

13,14,19,25,

FL-2

Untiarsal

01 September 1967
22,25 June 1988
03,04,08 JUIY1988
10,11,16 Ju!y1986
06 August 1986
27 March 1989
28 April 1969
18,25 May 1989
16,28 June 1989
27,31 JU\Y1989
15,22 August 1989

Clutter and range
obsmration
edted; 0.5 and
1.0 degree tilts
only

NCAR

NONERL

FL-3

cm

27 August 1989

FL-2

Untiersal (basa
data) plus gust
fmnf algotihm
oufpti files

11,17 JUIY 1988

FL-2

Cw

11 JUIY 1988

UND

Cn

25 May 1969
26 August 1969

NCAR

Dual-Doppler
Catiesian Hles

cm

02 September 1987
22,25 June 1986
03,04,08 JUiy 1988
10,11,16 July 1988
08 August 1988
27 March 1989
28 Aptit 1989
18; 25 May 1989
03,18,24,28
June 1989
10,12. 15JuIY 1989
27,31 July 1989
15,22 August 1989

FL-2UND

FL-2

Clutterand range
NSSL

JU!Y1986

obscuration
atified; 0.5 and
1.0 degrea tiks
only
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Table 5-6.
(Continued)
Data Requested
Organlmtfon

Radar
FL-2

Datea

Format
RSM files

Resampled ~ages for
above days

Sotiare

Shear and features routines
Man pages for WxShell

~~
Cluner and range
obsmration
edie~ 0.5 and
1.0 degree tins
onfy

n~
-- .IIIIV
.-.,.. i 9s7

cm

28 August 1989

1.

.-

:J~~~

p~=~

UND

47

09,10,13

July 1988

6. DATA QUAL~Y
A. RANGE OBSCURATION
Range obscuration is the contamination of frost-tip radar data by rrmge-diasd signals from
distant weather. The contamination may cause missed detections or false darrns either by
obscuring or resembhg wind shear events. The two techniques employd to minimize range
obscmtion effects on data quality in the TDWR system are adaptive PRF selwrion and range
obscuration editing. The fo~owing sections discuss these techniques and associated data
malyses.
1. PRF Selection Algorithm
The PRF selection algorithm serves as the primary means of obscuration mitigation. It
selects a PRF that minimizes potential obscuration over the runways and in the microburst and
gust front detection regions. During the reporting period, anew implementation of the algorithm
was designed coded, tested, and installed in the ~2C
testbed. BoW the oid and new
implementations select PRFs in the general manner descri~
in the TDWR specifications. [5]
Several fmtures were added, however, to conform to those specifications more fully, better
emulate the Raytbmn implementation, and improve dgoridsm flexib~lty. Those features areas
follows:
a Rectangular runway regions and circular regions centered on reference points
other than the radar site. Figure 6-1 compares the regions used in tisas
~ty
to those used in Orlando (the Ortido regions meet TDWR quirements).
b. Arbitrary fist of avdable

PRFs. Table 61 lists the Raytheon PRFs and their

associated characteristics.

c. Raytheon velocity detiasing dud scan PRF selwtion.

d. Run-time definition of adaptation parameters without source rwompilation.
e. Archive records fisdng PRFs selected and other obscuration information.
Feature (c) above represents an extension to the original PRF rdgorithm specification, thus
warranting further discussion. The Raythmn velocity detiasing rdgorithm inco~orates a feature
wherein two successive 30 sweeps, made at complementary @rirnary and swondary) PRFs, are
combined to resolve velocity ambiguities. fich primary PRF (selected by the algorithm for
-Irnizing
range obscuration) has an associated list of potential secondary PRFs, where the fist
is ordered by desirability of the primary-sccorsd~ PRF combinations for velocity dealiasing.
The secondary PRF is chosen from the fist according to criteria which attempt to minimize
obscuration w~e maximizing desirability.
2. ~nsas

City Obscuration

Analysis

~sas
~ty data were artatyzed to assess the performance of the PRF dgonthm and predict
its effectiveness in the C-band TDWR system. The data set consistd of 250 long-range
elevation scms from five days on which more microbursts than average OCCU* Table 6-2 and
Table 63 fist results from this study and a previous study involving Denver data. [6] Table 62
fists the average S-band and C-band values of maximum, minimum, and “optim~ percent area
obscured for each of the three detection regions. Table 6-3 fists the percent of time that each
region was more than 10 percent obscured.
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Figwe 6-1. (aJ Fomr Pfl selectionregions,(bJnewPm selectionregiom.

Kansas ~ty obscuration levek were found to be gendly
higher than those in the Denver
study for sevd reasons. me most si~lcant
factor in WISdifference was that the Kansas ~W
storms were spatiy
much larger than those in Denvm. Mso, the Kansas ~ty study foerrscd on
days with a great da of precipitation, wtie the Denver data set was chosen to be representative
of W weather renditions. Finally, in Denver the radar view of distant weather was parddly
blaked by tie Rocky Mountains.
One of the conclusions of the Denver study was that for a given region, time spent with more
thm 10 p-nt
of the region obsc~
“is expmtd to be on the order of between three and five
times ~ter
at C-band than at S-band.” [6] me C-band to S-band ratio in Kansas ~ty was, in
general, lower than pdctc~
Table 6-3 shows that the ratio was about one for the airport
region, one and a hrdf for tie rnicroburst region, and two for the gust tint region.
3. Effects of Radar Placement
To estimate the effects of radar placement on obscuration in Kansas City, the data were
snrdymd in b
sectors. Swtor 1 contained the actual airport and microburst regions. Sectors 2
aod 3 were generated by rotating the airport and rnicroburst regions about the radar by 12@ and
2400? respmtively. The region rotations simulate alternative sitings of the radar with respect to
the arrport and the wahcr.

1
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Raytheon

FL-2 PRF
(Hz)
—

Table 6-1.
PRF Characteristics.

Unambiguous RsngO
(nml)
(m)

PRI
@ asc)

Nyqulst
veloclty
(Wa)

Available
to PRF
algorithm

PRF
Numbar

Raytheon
PRF (Hz)

1

1930.5

1931

518

77.7

41.9

25.6

2

165S.7

1859

538

80.7

43.6

24.7

3

1792.1

1792

558

83.7

45.2

23.6

4

1730.1

1730

576

86.7

46.8

23.0

~

j ~72.2

i 672

598

89.7

48.4

22.2

6

1618.1

1618

618

92.7

50.0

21.5

7

1567.4

1567

638

95.7

51.6

20.6

d

8

1519.8

1620

658

98.7

53.3

20.2

4

9

1474.9

1475

673

101.7

54.9

19.6

d

10

1432.7

1433

696

104.7

56.5

19.0

d

11

1392.8

1393

718

107.7

5s.1

18.5

4

12

1355.0

1355

738

110.7

59.7

t8.O

4

13

1319.3

1319

758

113.7

61.4

17.5

4

14

1285.3

1285

778

116.7

83.0

17.1

4

15

1253.1

1253

798

119.7

64.8

16.6

d

16

1222.5

1222

818

122.7

66.2

16.2

4

17

1193.3

1193

838

125.7

87.6

15.8

J

18

1165.5

1186

858

128.7

69.5

15.5

d

19

1139.0

1139

878

131.7

71.1

15.1

4

20

1113:6

1114

898

134.7

72.7

14.6

‘4

21

1089.3

1089

918

i37.7

74.3

14.5

d

22

1066.1

1066

936

140.7

75.9

14.2

4

23

326.2

326

3066

459.9

248.2

4.3
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Table 6-2.

Area Obscured.

Pareant

Mlcroburst Region

Runway Region
Mlrr

w

Gust Front RagIon

opt

Mln

M=

opt

Mn

M-

opt

Kansas
City
S-Band

79

49

20

13

32

15

7

20

11

C-Band

21

52

22

21

35

23

15

23

18

&Band

o

14

1

1

11

1

1

6

1

C-Band

1

22

3

3

17

5

1

9

4

Denver

Table &3.
Percent of nma With More Than Ten Peroant Araa Obscured.
Runway Region

Micmburst Region

Gust Front Region

S-Band

47

57

35

C-Band

51

74

75

s-sand

2

4

2

C-Band

8

14

10

Kansas

city

Denver

Table 6-4 fists the rssults of the three-sector analysis. Sector 1 was the most severely
obscured, averaging 19 percent obscuration over the runway. Seotor 3 was somewhat better.
with m average of 12 percent. Sector 2, however, aversgd ofly one pereent obscuration over
dte runway. These results correlate we~ with the observed storm morphology in ~nsss ~ty.
On days with heavy weather, the stems approached from the northwest and passed to the east or
southeast, with few storms passing to the south of the radar. The gust tint region geomeW
remained the same in ~ three malyses, but its obscuration level varied because gust front Pm
choice is affected by runway obscuration.
At any given airport there area number of important issues involvd h choosing between
prospwdve ~~
sites. The rmuIts of the b-sector
study indicate that potential obwuration

52

might be used as one index of site desirablfity. The study shows that in some parts of the
counrrv, radar location and:trends in storm evolution combme to be a fiist-order factor in the
level o?obscuration.

ThreeSector

I

I
]

4. ~nge

Study:

Seetor

I

1 (centered at 0°)
2 (rotated 1200)
3 (rotated 240°)

Obscuration

I

Table M.
PercaRt Area Obscured at
RunwaY

!

MlcmbU~

I

Optimal

Gust Front

20

15

11

1

2

8

12

I

12

I

PRF.

10

I

I

Editing

The secondary method of minimizing the eff~ts of out-of-trip weather is range obscuration
editing. h the technique used to date, a low PRF sweep is used to locate distant weather (the
sweep is the same one US* as the basis for PRF selection). During subsequent ,data co~ection,
the out-of-trip contributions due to the distant weather, determined according to tie current
@N-dependent) unambiguous range, are estimated for each gate. K the measured signal in a
gate does not exceed the totrd out-of-trip contribution for that gate by at least a site-adaptable
obscuration threshold, the gate is flaggd kvdid.
Because storm smcture varies with akitrsde, the distant weather information mliectd at a
given elevation is not accurate for other elevations. Because storm structure dso varies with
time, distant weatier information becomes less accurate with time. Due to scan strategy timing
Mrations, low PRP sweeps arc made ~uendy
(approximately every five minutes), and at a
tited
number of elevations (typically one). Therefore, range obscuration cdking of hamrdous
weather sweeps js almost always based on inaccurate distant weather information.
TO
compensate for these effects, the tilting test is weighted according to the age and relative
elevation of the distant weather information.
Because the currendy propo~ Raydseost TDWR implementation does not include age and
elevation wejghting, these features were removed for the Orlando demonstration; in
compensation, the obscuration threshold was raised from 1.5 to 3 dB.
S. Future Work
The combined results of Pm selection. and range obscuration editing were favorable in
~sas
~ty. Ordy five false wind shear detection alarms (three percent of rdl frdse d-)
were
due to out-of-trip contamination during the Kansas City operational demonstration. However,
the data jndicate that even mtb adaptive PRF selecrion, Mere maybe significant contamination.
One area of concentration in the future WWbe to improve the effectiveness of range obscuration
editing.
B. WLOC~Y

DEAL~S~G

requirements for unambiguous detection range (90 km) and velocity
The TD~
measurements (40 to MO ds) cannot be simultaneously met using single PRT (pulse repetition
rime) radar signals and the standard prrlse-pair velocity estimator. Hence, there is a need for
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methods that either recover aliascd velocities @ost-estimation correction) or for signal designs
and pwessing s~ategies @at have an extended range of Doppler veltity observability.
Post-estimation correction represents one of the more successful approaches currenfly
avtiable. me velocity ddasing dgonthm proposed by Raydteon for TDWR is an example of
this method. A sfiar technique, developed at NSSL, has long been usd as part of the bup’s
data anrdysis and rerd-time efforts. However, post+srimation correcaon can be computationtiy
intensive att& more imporrandy, prone to large systematic errors. Therefore, it is beneficial to
continue investigations of improved estimation procdures which codd inmrporate constraints
(e.g., continuity) or model sticture.
1. Raytheon Velocity Dealiasing Algorithm
/

~
j

I
1
1

me Ra@mn

veloci~ ddasing

algorithm has tics

major feature~

a. Two successive scans at a given elevation using complementary

P~a, ~owing
unambiguous velocity determination to seved multiples of the Nyquist velocity.
Due to scan strategy time constraints, MS “durd-scan” method cannot ‘beusd at
every elevation.

b. ~e~~

and azimuthal velocity continuity constraints, including various quafity

i
!

)

I
j
l’.
\

c. A three-dimensioned win~leld model, inititdized by the dud-scan process, and
updated at every elevation. The wintileld model velocities are usd as detissing
references when there are insufficient valid data points’ to determine radld or
asimutid continuity.
A rd-tirne implementation of his algorithm for the W2C testti was designe& coded, and
testd
By the start of the 1990 demonstration in Glando, this implementation had been
acceptti for operational use, pending results of continual observation of the detiasing qutity.
Mthough the rdgorithm seemed to perform adquately, it was clear hat there were concern~

j

& The error rate of the velocities producd by the dud scan portion of the dgoritbm
seemed very sensitive to the PMa chosen and to range-folded distant weather
returns (range obscuration).

~

b. The windfield model was very sensitive to dud-scan errors.

‘{
Item a, and to a lesser extent b above, were adbssed
choice of PMs to be used during dual scans.

by more carefu~y constraining the

t
/
]

Toward the end of tbe reporting period, an effort was begun to independently verify the
correcmess of the real-time implementation and to anflyze algorithm fdurcs. This effort til
continue into (and possibly through) the next reporting period.
2. Dual-PRT Velocity Estimators
Dual-PRT signti designs potentially can extend the range of unambiguous Doppler
measurements weU beyond the TDWR requirement. Two possib~lties, dternadng block and
dtcrnadng PRT, are beimginvestigate.

1

Hantilng of either signal design is straightforward, when clutter filtering is not rquired
however, due to the added complexity of the radar signals, efficient md effective clutter removal
is a Signflcant obstacle to practical implementation. An altcrttating-PRT signal design has a
statistic~ estimation performance advantage when clutter ffltering is not required, but the
54
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complexity of filter implementation and the effects of clutter removal on estimator performance
may & practical factors which will outweigh the iderdized pdormance advantage.
C. CLUTTER ~TERS
Although clutter filters for unifody
spaced pulses are well understood theoretically,
practical use in the =2C
testbed has revealed certain anomalies in performance. There is an
ongoing effort to characterize and rduce (or etiate)
these anomflles. Clutter fiiters for the
more complex dud-PRT signfls are not as weU understood and were the subject of considerable
study during the reporting period.
1. AGC~ormafizer
.

Errors

FL-2C testbed experience in Denver and tinsas CiV suggested that AGVnormfllzer step
and imptdse errors degrade the suppression performance of clutter filters. The effect of these
errors on firdte impulse response (HR) and infinite impulse response @R) fflter performance
was studied, and it was determined that step and impdse errors should be uo larger than 0.1 dB.
2. C-Band Filter Performance
The ~2 testbed conversion to C-band necessitated a redesign of the testbed ~R falters.
Deviations from anticipated filter performance in the areas of suppression depth and velocity
estimator performance were obsmed. Studies were initiated to understand and rdleviate these
degradative effects. These studies iniadly foeussd on performance of the test~ ~ filters but
wiU probably be extended to determine possible consequences with UR implementations.

3. Hltera for Dual-PRT Siwals
The anrdysis of candidate filtering methods for the dual-PRT signal formats has been
considered a prerequisite to their testbed evaluation. Potential filtering methods have been
identified for the aketttating-block and dtemadng-PRT signals.
Although standard filtering schemes can be used with block-sticturd
signals, undesirable
signal transients are generated each time a block boundary is crossed. For ~R filters, the
transients are finite in length but result in a loss of more than 50 percent of the coll=ted data
samples. This is significant when one considers that the TDWR scan requirements firnit the
block sh to 2040 pulses. Uninitifllzed IIR filters eficit transients which are much longer than
their ~ counterp-,
therefore, they are even less desirabie. A new method for inititizing ~R
filters was develo ed at Lincoln Laborato~ [7] which substantia~y reduces the initird ~R
trrmsients (we~ be ?ow the ~R bounds). ~is considerably improves the feasibility of using IR
filters for block-stictured signals and Wl be the focus of efforts to implement dtemating-block
PRT schemes.
Altemating-PRT signals are more difficult to filter because their smcture r~uires timev~ng clutter fil~rs, a research area with littie or no precedent: Design methods for such filters
were developed based on Chebyshev and mean-squared error criteria. Unfortunately, the timevarying stzucture of ~ese filters results in a notdinear phase response. Phase response is critical
to the performance of the pulse-pror estimator. Piecewise finear phase and quasi-linear phase
filters are being investigated as a means of dealing with this issue.
D. CLUTTER RES~UE

MAPS

The attenuation resulting from clutter fdtenng is not sufficient to suppress all clutter returns
to levels below those of all possible microburst and gust front ouflow reflectivities, and returns
from some clutter sources (such as vehicles moving along highways) are not affected at all by
clutter filtering.
Clutter breakthrough can significandy affect the accuracy of velocity
measurements, with resulting velocity signatures possibly containing weather-fike patterns.
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Clutter residue map-based data flagging (editing) is called for in the TDWR specification to
improve overall clutter rejection, reducing algorithm fdse-darm rates at the expense of sfightly
degraded detection performance.
The clutter residue map edhing system uses a polar map of residud clutter powers as
thresholds to which weather measurement signal powers are compti.
Measurd signal powers
not exc~g
the residud clutter power at a given range/atiuth
location are flagged invdld.
For each map range/tiutb
cell, the entry is the sample mtim
of clutter residue Power
measurements plus a map threshold. A valid sample median for each map resoluaon ce~ must
exced a prdeterrnined clear air reflectivity.
1. Clutter Residue Maps Generated
Two 1988 Denver clutter residue maps were re-generated with a different clear air
reflectivity and map threshold than usd with the maps in place during the 1988 OT&E. Arcs of
clutter patches induced by sidelobe returns from downtown Denver were inserted using the
polygon editing facifity. These maps were used to support development and testing of the
advanced gust front algorithm.
The procedure for creating clutter residue maps from non-indexed beam data was
implemented and tested. Thrw sets of non-irrdexd beam clutter residue maps (1986 and 1987
-2
maps, and 1989 ~
maps) were generated. The 1989 U~ maps were used to support
dud Doppler data analysis of Kansas City data.
2. Clutter R@idue in Orlando
Wltiaf Orlando Fb2C clutter measurements were made on 22 May 1990. The clutter
environment in Orlando appears to be much more benign than in Kansas City, but further studies
are needed to determine the relative influence of the smaller beamwidth (now 0.5 degrees), the
Raytheon point target editor, and the flat te~n.
Range-foldd distant weather and anomalous propagation (AP) are much more of a problem
in Orlando than at previous sites. Routine AP in the mornings and severe weather in the
afternoons interfered with clutter residue measurements prior to the summer demonstration.
Clutter residue measurements wi~ be attemptd again when the AP sad weather patterns permit.

I

3. Clear Xlr Reflectivity mu=
Summer clear air reflwtivities are highly nonhomogeneous and range from O to 10 dBZ.
Because these mflectivities can contaminate clutter residue maps, it is necessary to determine a
representative clear air reflectivity to be used as a quafity check when generating maps. autter
residue whose estimated mdan reflectivity is smaller than the estimated clear air reflectivity is
discarded. The effect of clutter residue breakthrough will be more serious at the microburst
ouflow region, because of the we~er weather signal than at the microbumt core. Appentix A
compfies summer microburst ou@ow reflectivity distributions at Denver and Kansas City based
on ~-2

data.

The choice of char air reflectivity value is critical to the qutilty of a clutter residue map. K it
is set too high, significant clutter residue may be left out of the map (allowing clutter
breakthrough during the ddng processk if set too low, the map may contain significant clear air
returns that will be treatd as clutter. In almost dl cases the optimal clear air reflectivity will
cause some clutter residue to be discwded and some clear air to b treated as clutter. While
humm experts can select appropriate clear reflectivity values from analysis of clear air and
clutter residue data, it is desirable (particularly for an automated system such as TDWR) to be
able to perfotrn this function without the benefit of expert anrdysis.
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A representative clear air reflectivity can be determined systematically by comparing a clear
air reflectivity distribution,-. created from data collectd during special scans, with a sPati~
distribu~on of clutter residue reflectivity. Gmparison criteria must be established which W
aPProPnately balance the amount of clutter residue to be discardd with the amount of clear air
reflectivity to be treated as clutter. One basic criterion is to attempt to discard no more tharr
10 percent of the clum residue. On cases examined to date, this corresponds to the efindnation
of approximately 90 percent of the clear air fitunts in a clutter residue map and is comparable to
restits achieved by expert ansdysis.
The current abfiity to compensate “for clear air reflectivity contamination is consideti a
fsmdsmenti ~itation
in the quality of most of the clutter residue maps generated to date.
However, since virtu~y no clear air returns were found in Denver and Kansas City during the
winter wason (s* Appenti A), it is possible that clutter residue measurements Men during that
time of the year might be free of clear air reflectivity effwts. E it is possible to reconcile (or
ignore) seasonrd changes in the clutter environment at a given site, winter measurements might
be the best basis for high-quafity clutter residue maps year-round. Work in this area wi~
continue.
4. Clutter and Clutter Residue Statistics
Temporal S-band clutter residue reflectivity fluctuations in Denver (over the Rocky
Mountains and downtown Denver) and Kansas ~ty (in the Mssotsri River area) were studied.
Two-dimensiond non-centi Gamma distdbutions fit we~ with the clutter residue reflectivity
fluctuations about the means. It was found tiat 95 percent of S-bred clutter residue reflwtivity
fluctuations are less than 5 dB above the mean. ~ls imp~es that the clutter residue maP
threshold should be set about 5 ~.
A simtiar study wi~ be conducti for Orlando when
sufficient C-band clutter residue samples are av~able.
Spatial clutter and clutter residue reflwtivities co~ectti in the Mssouri River area can be
fitted by Kdstibutions.
Further smdy is needti to assess the potential of using K-distributions
during the determination of a representative clear-air reflmtivity vrdue in Orlando.
Clutter and clutter residue time series data co~ectsd k the Missouri River area cats be fitted
by autoregressive processes. M the fitted parametric models can be shown to be re~able, then
tiey can be used to improve wwther sigmd p~ssing
its the general clutter environment.
The joint probability density function of reflectivity and pulse-psdr Doppler meats velocity
estimates can be approfirnati
by fie product of exponetdkd, modified Bessel and cofluent
hypergeometric functions. The derived joint probabfity density function is the basis for
evahsating the effectiveness of a clutter residue map in terms of its ability to improve shear
detection in a clutter environment. The shape of the function rev~s its high sensitivity to the
ratio of weather signrd to clutter residue. ~is suggests that simple data flagging may not be the
optimal strategy for using clutter residue information in conjrsnction with shear-finding
dgorirhms. Future work win address this issue.
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7. ALGOR~HM

A. ~CROB~ST

ALGO~HM

DEVELOPMENT

DEVELOPMENT

1. Divergence Region Detwtion

“

A number of minor changes were made to Ulncoln Divergence Regions implementation to
conform to the fod
rdgonthrn specification (AEL). The segment cropping and shear trimming
tests rquired minor chages. Some additiond information was added to the divergence segment
archives, for mntrmtor support. Altitude processing fitnits also were addd, as spec~led in the
~L.
2. Convergence Region Deteetion
Work was completd on improving the convergence detection ~goridtm. The purpose of the
algorith is to identify regions of converging wtids aloft. Identified convergence regions are
then used in the microburst system to create microburst precursors and to make microburst
predictions. An initial investigation by staff meteorologists indicated that the convergence
detection alrrorithm did not have acceptable
performance. This prompted a effort to improve
-the dgonth~.
The convergence detection algorithm looks for radid segments of decreasing velmity and
groups the segments into tw-dimensiond regions. The performmce of the original algorithm is
shown in Table 7-1. The original ~goritim has a low Probabflty of Detection @OD) and a high
Probabtity of False Alarm @FA).
Several twhrtiques to improve performance were trial. The fnt involved modifying some of
the algorithm’s parameters to improve performance.
Several parameters were rnodifid.,
improving the POD by 25 percent whtie lowering the PFA by five pement. An experiment using
the radar’s spectidth product was able to further -uce tie PFA, at a tight cost in POD.
Convergence regions which were in areas of low spectrum width oess than 2.75 ds) were
eliminatd

Table 7-1.
Convergence Detection Performance.
Algorithm
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POD

PFA

: 645

340

1805
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45V.
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Parameter

645

495

2604

1058

77%

40Y.

Spetirum
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645

432

1619

520

66%

32~0

~scfiminant
Analysis

645

505

1759

464
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One other experiment involving vdldation of convergence regions based on Quadratic
Dlscriminant Analysis dse was very successful. A large set of hewn convergence regions were
used to create models for vtid and false convergence regions. The models were *en used ~o
classify new convergence regions by determining whether the new region was closer to the vtid
convergence region prototype or the false convergent region prototype. This t=hnique duced
the PFA of the optimiti parameter algorithm by 14 percent whale increasing the POD by one
percen~
Several memos and a project memorandum were written destibing
the convergence
dgorhhtn improvements. The opm
parameter rdgoritim will be used during the operational
demonstration in Orlando.
3. Rotation Region Detection
The Rotation Region Detection Algorithm detects regions of cyclonic and
rotation fiist by searching radar image data for runs of afimuthd shear. These
associated spatiaiiy by range and azimuth into twwfimensionai re@ons. The
dgorhhm is used by the rnicroburst dgonthm by interpreting the rotation region as
the detection or ptiction
of subsequent surface ouflow.

anti-cyclonic
runs are -*en
output or ttte
a precursor to

The rotation algorithm suffered from an unacceptable PFA. Two changes were made to the
algorithm to improve the PFA 1) the addition of a thrcshoM which wodd flow a shear segment
to continue to grow only if adding to its length would not si~lcantiy
decrease its oveti sh~
and 2) changing site-adaptable parameters such as feature area, tnirdmurn segment length,
velocity differentid, and range and azimuth association cnteri~. The addition of the threshold
made a significant improvement in algorithm performance.
The dgonthm was tested on radar data collectsd at Huntstile, Denver, and Kansas City.
The total number of detections declared by the dgorhhm decrmsed, as seen by the Al-s-toTruth Ratio (ATR), which translated to an ov~l decrease in frdse rd-.
T&en as a whole,
the impact of these changes on the algorithm appeared to be small. However, when the results
were analyzed on a site-by-site basis, a pattern emerged. Table 7-2 shows hat the pFA in tie
wet Kansas City and Huntsvi~e environments decreased 17 percent (from 54 to 37 percent)
whereas the PFA for the dry Denver environment increased 4 percent (from 60 to 64 percent).
The POD dwreased for both environments. ~ese results indicated that Darameter
mtdn~ must
.
be done on a regional basis.

Table 7-2.
Probability of Detection (POD), Probability of False Alarm (PFA),
and Alarms-to-Truth Ratio (ATR)for Wet and Dry Microbursts.

:B

;B

wet = Kansas Gty and Huntsville

d~.

old

new
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Denver

This analysis showd that segments must be ~owed to be shorter and more numerous, whfie
at the same time the atiuthsd
association criteria should b relaxed. In ~ waY>sPfious
segments wiU be grouped together into regions that ultimately til be invdldatcd because of
insufficient area, w~e legitimate rotation W he detectable. Therefore, the texture of the data
W be mode~ed by the regions representing its fist derivative.

.

A preliminary discrirrdnmt analysis was performed to assess its impact on dgonthm
performance. Discriminrmt analysis involves the problem of determining if an dgoriti
declaration is a good or false detection, based on a set of measured features such as deltaV,
segment Iengti, etc. A distribution model is Spectiled through estimation of the mean feature
vector and covariance matrix for each class. The covariance matrix shows the relationships and
dependencies between the various features of a rotation region and their relative importance its
classifying the dm
If this discriminant function were to be implemented in the rotation
dgoriti,
then when an darnt had passed W its current vtidation thresholds, the probability
hat tie ~~
is v~d would be cdcdated fmm the discrimination function m~tic. ~ls, as a.
fmrd test for the d~,
would invtidate those regions judged to be ultimately false sol-s and
keep ody those consideti hits.
The preliminary discriminant anflysis indicated that if the discriminant function were
included its the sdgorithm’s implementation, 27 percent of the false darnts would be ehtuinatd
whfle dte decrease its POD wotid be seven percenL The number of segments in a region is its
most dististguishmg characteristic, although other features such as shear area and velocity
differential should be includd in the covariance matrix dculation.
A project report describing the parameter tuning and discrimiiant
prepd

study is presendy being

Even with dl of the improvements described above, the sdgonthnt detects tiuthd
shear
which are not necess~y associated with a microburs~ Thus, without benefit of refl~tivity or
storm cefl information, there is a tit to the dmrease in the PFA.
4. Reflectivity Region Detection
The reflectivity region detection rdgorithm detects regions of significant reflectivity on a tiltby-tit basis. This is achieved by associating reflectivity segsnen-runs of data on a *
which
have a reflmtivity above a threshold An are% cenmoid, bounding-box, and other parameters are
calculated for each region. Regions are detected at three dtiferent thresholds 15, 30, and 45
~Z. These regions arc passed on to me three-dimensiond reflectivity structures alogonthms
and are eventutiy used as features sdof~
The reflectivity region detection algorithm was modfled to support the verification of
conmctors’ implementations. Unique feature identilers were addd and a run-length parameter
was added. These modifications were subsequendy tested and vetiled. The resulting segments
agreed with at least 90 percent of Prototype Regional Observing and Forecasting Service’s
(PROFS) segments.
5. Storm MS

and Volume

Storm mass md volume were added to the red-time system to reduce the data processing
requirements for studies beiig mn at the Lincoln. The products presently are not used by the
algorithm in the prediction or detection of microbursts.
The capability to estimate the hquid water content and mass of reflectivity structures was
added to the real-time system. This capab~l~ is divided between the Sun and the Symbohcs
systems. Two-dlmensiond features are extracted on the Sun systems and then combined into
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three-dimensional structures on the Symbolics. A simulation was performed to check the
performance of the dgonthm, and the result was a 12 percent worst-case error in the normal
operating range of the storm.
A case from 30 July 1989 in Claycomo, MO was studied in deti
h ttis case, tie fiquidwater-basd measurements of verticdy integrstd Hquid water ~)
and the center of gravity
altitude (~Z)
were able to detect significant reflectivity events in the storm which were
associated with pulses in the microburst differertti outiow. This case was described in a paper
[8] to be presenti at tie ~S
l@ @nference on Severe bfl
Storms.
Studies are underway to mrrelate the outiow strength of microbwsts with the various liquidwater-bssed maures.

6. Mcroburat Prediction
me Microburst Prediction ~P)
product is a simple extension of the microburst precursor
recomition tieady ?erformed by the TDWR. mmoburst Pr@ursms ~ re~~ized
whens
rcfl~tivity core occurs in conjunction with velocity smctures (rotation sdof~,convergence deft,
etc.) and when certain crittia are met. For example, in the Kansas ~ty tesfing, each reflectivity
core was required to have a maximum reflectivity of at least 54 dBZ and a height of at least
4.5 h
h addition, one of two additiond criteria needed to be satisfid. eidmr the reflectivity
core was descending or the velocity smcwe (convergence or rotation tioft) extendrd below 3.5
km altitude.
Once a microburst precursor is irtitiy declared, the ~P product issues the prediction that
the outiow W begin five minutes kter. me prediction is tien counted down by one minute for
each subsquent surface scan until a microburst ouflow wurs or unti seven minutes elapse.
Both the prediction time and the cut-off time are site-adaptable parameters.
The prototype MBP product was tested offline during TDWR testbed operations at Kansas
~ty in 1989. The ~P product was able to ptiict 61 percent Q2 of 36) of events reaching at
least 15 ~s outiow intensity. The mean warning time tim initi prediction to onset of surface
ou~ow was five minutes. For rdl ptilctions,
89 percent (40 of 45) resulted in a microburst
outiow of at least 10 ~s (i.e., 11 percent of the predictions were false), Ansdysis showd that
further tuning of the site-adaptable parameters could raise the probability of microburst
prediction w~)
to 67 peunt and tiuce the probability of fsdse prediction @FP) to seven
percen~
An interesting observation concerning tie Kansas ~ty results is that five percent of the
microbursts correcfly predicted by the MBP product did not reach 10 ds OUMOWas obsemed by
the TDWR testbed radar W2) but dld reach 10 tis from the ~D ratis perspective. This
suggests that asymmetry was present in these cases. Moreover, since features aloft were
detected, indicating the presence of a significant downdraft, features aloft may be useful in
compensating for asymme~.
For example, the presence of features deft might be used to
increase tie repo~
ouflow intensity to compensate for asyrnmetic outiow.
Prefimirtary testing of the ~P product dso was done at tie TDWR testbed at Orlando, FL
during the sutier
of 1990. Wltial results for five days in June indicate a 56 percent PM and a
seven percent PFP. me mean prediction time was 6.4 minutes. Some adjus~enk W= made to
the siteadaptable parameters for the Orlando environment, such as increasing the reflectivity
core maximum, refiectitity and height criteria to 57 dBZ and 5.2 km, respectively, Art additional
tiesbold dso was added mquiristg the reflectivity core bottom to be below 3.5 km.
Given thst the initisd performance results for the MBP product are encouraging, the issue of
operatiortd use of tie product arises. One potential operational use is in aiding ATC tactical
planning and evaluation of potential weather haxard. Advance notice that a microburst outiow
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till impact MIapproach path would allow TRACON controllers to reroute or hold traffic instead
of incurring tnissd approa@es. It would ~so provide early warning of an impendmg weather
hazard situation. A second operstiorud use is in Mode S Data Link to aircraft to aid pflots in
planning and siwtion awareness. Awareness of au impending ficroburst several minutes in
advance potentirdly would mow pilots to modify their lsndlng strategy (e.g., by increasing
approach speed or planning a longer tiding).
7. Microburst Shape Mgorithm
Because of the need for Lincoln hboratory to recode the GSD to emulate the Raytheon
Display Function Unit (DFU), it also was necessary to re-implement the Mcroburst Shape
algorithm.
The recoding was done from the Algorithm Enunciation Language (AEL)
description, mrd the new software was instied in the TDWR testbed.
Some microburst over-warning problems occurrd during the operational demonstration
which were @aced to three causes: 1) shape algorithm coding errors, 2) incorrect use of the 1988
shape dgonthm p~ameter settings, and 3) long shmr segments generated by the divergence
re@ons rdgoriti.
Coding errors and parameter settings were corrected for the shape rdgorithu
and the parameter settings dso were adjustd in the divergence regions algorithm to reduce the
incidence of long shear segments.
Nthough these changes tiuced the incidence of over-warning, this issue rWuires ftier
study and evaluation of poterttid changes. One change would be to add a segment vrdidation test
in the divergence regions algorithm, quiring a minimum shear over the entire segment (no such
test is currendy performed). Another change would be to relax the rqtrirement that microburst
shapes must enclose W segments composing them and instead use a weighted lesst-quares fit of
shapes to segments.
Such an approach was considered prior to the 1988 operational
demonstration, but it was not implernenti due to a concern to provide conservative warnings. A
tilrd change would be to narrow the l-rrmi-wide buffer zone mound the fight path for runway
warnings. This buffer zone appears to be larger than needed for the Orlando area, where
microbumts and storms tend to be slow moving (mdike ~sas
~ty, where they move rapidy).
These issues rtd to be addressed tiause of the substanrifl negative effect of over-warning
on an airport such as Orlando. Un~ie Denver or Wsas ~ty, the Orlando runways are all
oriental in the same direction. The lateral separation bemeen the two runways is about 2.5 km
(a fitde over 1 nmi), so the buffer zones nearly touch. The microburst shapes need to be very
localized to prevent sirmdtarteous warning on both runways. The complaint was ~uentiy
heard
from ATC personnel that runway warnings we~ issued for both runways when clearly otdy one
runway was actua~y impact~
Because pfiots have been tined not to land when given a
microburst warning, this over-warning situation effectively shutdown the airport, resdting in a
substsrttid impact on ATC operations. Thus, addressing tils issue is importmtt to prevent a
negative ATC perception of the TDWR system and nedess loss of airport capacity.
8. Trend Prediction
Work began on developing a new product for the microburst system (the rrdcroburst trend
prediction product).: The goal of the work is to create an algorithm to predict, for each
microburst alwhether the strength of the micmburst WWincrease or decreaw over the next
few minutes. The cment focus of the research is to develop an dgoritbm which will detect
times when a microburst is going to increase in strength by at least 4 ds in the next three
minutes.
The approach to the problem is one of classification. The system has to classify each
alarm either as being about to increase in strength or not. It does Wls based on a
number of alarm attributes which are measured at the surface and rdof~ These include the height
of the core above the ah,
the current strength of the alarm, the volume of the storm cell above
the alarm, the height of the convergence above the alarm, the shear of the rotation above the
rnicroburst
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alarm, etc.

There are about 1200 such attributes
available
for each observation
of each
alarm. It dso has the time history, the last 10 observations of each of the base
features. One of the biggest chdenges with the trend prediction projwt is to choose the most
discriminating set of measurements from the possible 1200 to use for decision making.
microburst

The data Ming used for the algorithm development consist of M dte 1989 Kansas City data
collect~ which were mthd by a meteorologist The data set contains approximately 40 hours
of microburst observations.
The large set of data is necessary because the algorithm
development consists l~gely of sophisticate statistical procedures processing the data in search
of discriminating features. The discriminating features are then used to bufld hear discriminant
functions and exceptional case rules.
A number of tools, which dso are useful to other projects, were written to support the
creation, analysis, and display of the large set of data used. Tools also were written to
automatictiy score the trend predictions produd by the dgoriti
There are two versions of the dgofithm under devdopmenc a surface~nly dgoritbm and an
dgoridtm which uses features dofL The advantage of the surface-only tigorithm is that since it
uses only those features which can be computed horn tie history of the surface outiow, it runs
faster, and possibly its parameters will be less sensitive to regionrd meteorological
characttisrics.
The advantage of the algorithm which uses features rdoft is that it is able to
inwrporate features detiig with the aloft velocity and reflectivity behavior. Those features
seem to be very important for accurately making trend predictions.
B. ~CROBURST

ALGO~THM

REAL-TIME ~PLEMENTATION

1. Fmture Extraction
Seveti new versions of the tnicroburst feature extractor were created. The feature ex@actor
is the software, residing on the Sun, which processes the base radar data and produces two
dimension divergence, mnvergence, rotation, and reflectivity regions. The changes made to
the feature extractor fdl into seved categori~
a. New Capabifiti6
The most importat addition to the feature exmactor is the ability to produce segment archive
records of dl varieties (divergence, convergence, rotation, and reflectivity). The segment output
is necess~ for connctor suppofl and verification and dso for the new scan-mode selection
function.
b. Formal Documentation

(AEL) Compliance

Many of the algorithms used by the feature extractor required modifications to comply with
the dgorithtns as described in the formal dgondtm specifications written severat years ago. The
latest feature extractor matches the formal documentation more closely than it did kfore.

Several bugs in the feature ex~ctor were tracked down and resolved. The bugs vtid from
memory aUocation problems leading to system crashes to errors in the altitude cdculanons in
regions
Sever~ memos were written which describe the changes made to the feature extractor in
ded.

2. Sysnbolica
The sof~src on the Symbrdics system was psrameterized to mow for site adaptation. Hardcodti constants were mov~ tim the code into a separate parameter fde which can be changed
and loaded witiout mmpiling
the whole system During this process, sev~
discrepancies
between the Littcoh Laboratory implementation and the ML were locatd
C. ~CROB~ST

ALGO~HM

ANALYSE

1. Sensitivity to Clutter Map XCR V~ue
The TD~
microburst dgontim allows for a number of site-adaptable parameters which
might be adjusted according to the location. During the 1988 Operatiomd Test and Evaluation in
Denver, the clutter ~ough
adjustment value @CR) was 10, whale the SNR was 6 dB. The
tnicroburst scoring eases from Denver were replayed with an XCR of 5 and an SNR of 4 dB to
determine the effects on the sdgori~s
perfo~ance. -@wtig
the XCR incrcasd the POD
—— by
1.2 percent with fittie change in the PFA. A SNR of 6 ~ kcreased the POD and tie PFA hy
3.3 and 1.2 percent, respectivdy. These changes improved the detection of the drier ouflows
typical of Denver and kap the PFA near six percent,
2. Sensitivity to Si~al-t&Noise

Threshold

During 1989 in Kansas ~ty, the SNR threshold of the microbmt dgorithtn was 6 dB, just as
it was in Denver. However, there were excessive clear-air false dnoted its rerd time its
regions with noisy vdocities. The performance with an SNR threshold of 8 dB was evduati
with dam fmm seven days in Kansas City. Raising tie SNR threshold e~nated
24 frdse sdarms
and reduced the ovti
PFA to less than six percent. This chmge resulti ~ five fewer
detwtions, ~ucirtg the POD by less than 0.5 percen~ ~Is wodd have a positive unpact on the
performance of the system since many of the rnicroburst false alarms w- not associatd with a
tiecdvity signature and were considered a nuisance by air tile
control.
D. ~CROB~T

fiGO~HM

CONTRACTOR

SWPORT

A Technical Interchange Meeting ~)
was held on 10 April 1990 to discuss algorithm
changes to Bufid 4. The most important change was to add a Running Mean test which was
inadvertency omitted from the Divergence Regions algorithm AEL. Analysis had shown that the
Divergence Regions algorithm would not produce acceptable rcsdts without this test. This
change, plus a number of other d
changes, was ax
upon to comprise a modifid version
of Bufld 4, designated Btid 4a. It was agreed that STX corporation WOW generate a revised
AEL reflecting the Bufid 4a changes.
Exchmge Format data were provided to PROFS for the purpose of Am vefilcation, and a
number of discrepmtcics between the Lincoln Laboratory implementation md the ML were
rmolved PROFS dso was able to begin supplying fichange Format data to Lincob hbnratory
for comparison. An automatd tool for comparing two %chsnge Format ~es was written to aid
in the comparison process.
Exchange Fotmat data tdso were suppliti to Raythmn for testing purposes. These am W~
usd by Raythan primtiy to test the higher-level functions of their dgorithtn (i.e., tnicroburst
outiow detection, features aloft, etc.). Although some minor discrepancies were found,
agreement was found to be genertiy very good ktween the two data sets. The approach of
exchanging algorithm results and close interaction between organizations appears to be working
vw Weu md is expected to continue over the next one to two years.
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E. GUST FRONT ALGO~HM

DEVELOPMENT

There are currendy two gust front dgoritims: the operational dgori~
and.the advan~ed
dgoriti
The operations dgddun was developed at the NSSL. This dgmthm m used during
operational demonstrations to provide wind shear hazard and wind shift information to air tile
contio~ws and supervisors. The algorithm re~es on the detection of radid convwgence to
identify Wst froms, and it W be detivered with tiie Fmt TD~
systems.
A number of deficiencies wem idenWled in the operational algorithm. Using the operational
algorithm as a base, the advanced dgorithrn employs techniques such as the detection of
szimuth-wazirnuth shear and thin ~ies to counter ‘&esedeficiencies. Much of the work on the
advanced algorithm is performed at Lincoln Laboratory.
1. Operational

Algorithm

The operational gust front dgoritbm (GFA) is maintained pritntiy
by NSSL. The role of
Lincoln Laboratory with respect. .W the GFA is to .r~n the ~rdgorithm ~ me real-tune systea
evaluate the performance of the tigorim
provide feedback to NSSL con-g
pwblems with
the ~gonthm, and maintain the rdgoriti on tie Mile Wgh Radar ~)
at Denve$, CO. fn
addition, Lincoln Laboratory is responsible for. distributing output from tie algorithm to
Raythkon and PROFS for dgdthm vfidation,
By Jarurv 1990, a number of spmial-use versions of the GFA existd
For example, there
were versions corresponding to Build 4, Build 4a, Build 5, and a versim which generated
human-readable output format (known as exchmge output format) for v~ation
purposes. TO
Mt Mls pro~ieration of versions, parameters and flags were implemented such that a sifigle
source code could be used to serve dl functions, depenting upon the parameter settings.
The GFA was ported to a Sun workstation for use in the code were wuired to complete the porting.

system. M*lcations

to the

During the Denver and Kansas City operatiorud demonstrations, gust front forecasts were
computi in the GSD. The GSD used for the Orlando demonstration was intended to mirror the
Raythmn DFU, which does not compute forwasts. Therefore, the f-st
computation was
moved into the gust front algorithm. Forwast remrds to be used by the Orlando GSD were
speti~
and the code to generate these records was put into the algori@
h preparation for enhancing the GFA, the algorithm was coded on the Sun using the Bufid 4a
Program Definition Language (PDL) written by NSSL. During this process, a number of issues
emergd concerning inaccuracies in the PDL, These issues were discussed with NSSL, resulting
in a number of improvements and clarifications to the PDL.
2. Advanced Algorithm
a. Front End’
A LISP version of the AGFA thin line detection algorithm was ported from the Sytubolics
LISP entionment to the Sun C environment. The porting involved developing and modifying
gened software packages to facfitate the resampfing of polar data to.a Mesia
grid as we~ as
developing and modifying a data manipulation package. The portntg from HSP to C went
smoothly, and a number of enhancements were added to the dgoriti.
The fmt enhmcement
ddt with how the base tiectivity data were smootied. The ongind LISP implementation used
a two-dimensional averaging fflter on the Cartesian image before any thin line extraction
processing was begun. The C implementation uses a two-dimensiond mdlsrs filter on the
original polar image. In addition to the preprocessing changes to the sdgonthm, the polygomd
analysis routines were modified to take advantage of the processing speed of the Sun
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workstations.

distributed

A memo describing

in February.

issues in porting

a LI,SP-based

flgorithm

to C was written

and

:

Bulk runs of two versions of the Sun-based
tiln fine algorithm
were compaed
ne
two
Hne segments.
Results show~
the
versions differed in theh meth~s of determining anti-par~el
new% version had art hproved
percent of length detection of the thii tie over the old version.

The AGFA velocity feature extraction algorithms produce features that comp~se the
boundary of the region at a usm-specfild shear threshold. There arc problems with Wls
boundary representation in that the exact location of the peak vahres are not accurately depicted.
Another effect of tils boundary representation is that shear boundties often contain forks.
These forks make it difficult for back-end association logic to represent the exact nature of the
gust fron~ A method for representing these features by cortn=ting locations of closest peak
shear was tied and W form the basis for future development in this sra
A prototype rdgorithm was developed which generates spined representations of shear
regions. The prototype uses a “tie-buflditrg” approach. Work dso was done on looking at more
advmced methods of feature arrrdysis (i.e., prutdng. JOlning). Work “Mg~ on a more a~vmc~
technique which wifl be able to support complex feature junctions (feature forks consisting of
more than two branches).
Work was completti on art irnprovd version of the skewing combined shear estimator. The
improvement consisted of modifying the method used to generate the algorithm’s pseudoradids.
A proto~pe
convergenceady

least-squares tinear fit estimation routine was developed
and skewing combined shear modes.

and tested in

A set of tools was buik and debuggd to analyze low-level shear featire extractor output.
The tools ingested truth data and determined POD for shear features. The POD was es~ted
from the percent of length of the truthed gust front shear event that was seen by the esfimator.
The tools rdso -owed POD analysis with respect to orientation (maured from the radar radid)
and strength of tie event. A number of scripts were assembled to generate features and display
outputs with respect to various orientation and strengti crittia, Using *ese ~OOIS*
m. m-kPfi
arudysis was initiated on tie current shear feature extractor comblnauons/opaons avadable for
convergent shear extraction. Three feature extractor options were anrdyzed, and performance for
various parsmetetitions
is being investigat~

b. Back End
Evshration hgan on an exptimental software configuration control mechanism for use on
the gust front project Sun system code. Work on feature exmactor evaluation and the
cofilguration control software continued through May. A version of the Sun pordon of the gust
front algotithm, to be run at site in Orlando, was finalized and installed. in May. This
configuration of the feature extractor generated reflectivi~ thin fines. rsdl~ convergence
features, and combmd shear features. A flexible window-based parametrization tool also was
developed to aHow site personnel to easily monitor and change the &havior of the feature
extractor.
A stand-done version of the NSSL wind shift atgorithm was ported to the AGFA platform.
The wind shtit algorithm til work either as an off-line analysis tool or as a real-time module
that can be used by the Lincoln Laboratory gust front dgonthm back end. A large pornon of the
time spent in pornng the algorithm was developing an environment that produced the exact
inputs as seen by the NSSL wind shift estimator. Thls task was necessary to prove that the new
AGFA wind shtit estimator produced the same results ‘mthe NSSL wind shtit estimator.
h porting the the NSSL wind shift dgonthm, two errors were found. The :Mst e~or was in
the uniform wind analysis WA)
velocity preprocessor. The grist front dgonthm improperly
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edited the UWA velocity values. The effect was that in some cases, wind shift estimates could
not be made because the WA velocity editor marked an excessive amount of UWA velocity
values as “BAD.” Another effect of improper editing was that in some cases, UWA velocity
values which should have been marked as “BAD were used by the wind shift dgonthm as valid
velocity values, causing invflld wind estimates to be produced.
The second error was found in the wind shift code and also was reflected in the wind shtit
PDL. The wind shift algorithm computed wind shifts over a sector at the midpoints ahead and
behind a gust fron~ To compute this sector, the algorithm fist computed the timuth indices
that made up a gust fron~ However, when an aximuth index of one was computd, the sdgorithm
retievd velocity vsdues from the tilt at raditd zero. In the operational gust front code, the zeroti
ra@al was undefiied, and therefore the velocity values being retrieved for this radial were
indeterminate. The wind shtt PDL was unclear as to what action should occur when processing
the ~t radial of a velocity tit.
Two NSSL enhancements to the GFA were psrtidly implemented in the AGFA. These
enhancements consisted of two major techniques: one for forecasting and another for tracking
fronts over the radar. The improved forecasts generated by the new forecasting technique
provided the capabihty to make more aggressive use of forecasts internal to the AGFA.
AdditionWy, this implementation allowed the AGFA to generate extemd forecasts, an important
part of the operational product. A start was made in implementing the Build 5 Overhead
Tracking on the Symbotics. The majority of the code was implemental, but it has not yet been
tested. No major problems are forseen.
An important bug in the low-level association lo@c was found and fixed.
improvements were noticd both in POD and percent of length detectd.

After the fix,

The SymboHcs-based AGFA back end was ported to Sun Common LISP. This allowed the
system to be distributed to organizations, such as NSSL, that do not have Syrnbohcs hardware.
k addition, it allowed the pursuit of long-range gods, such as more tighfly integrating the front
end and back end of the AGFA.
The AGFA was augmentd to produce all the information needed to be operational. The
added products wem a wind shear hd
number and a propagation speed. In addition, a curvefitting routine was added so that the final output would be smooth curves. With these additions,
AGFA output was used to generate output for the Orlando maining cases.

F. GUST FRONT ALGOR~HM

CONTRACTOR

SUPPORT

Unisys requested and received clarification of the validation criteria for the @st front
algorithm. The human-readable gust front algorithm exchange format was revised to include
interrrtdate output from the wind shift detection Agorithm,
The v~idation criteria and exchange format documents were sent to Unisys, PROFS, and
Raytheon. Algorithm results were forwardd to Unisys and PROFS.
A multi-page block diagmrn showing the structure of the operationrd algorithm was drawn up
after constipation with NSSL. A copy of this diagram was given to Ian Harris of STX for
modularization of the PDL. A meeting with STX was held in June on the subject of PDL
modultization.
The Lincoln Laboratory-generated block diagrams of the algorithm were
reviewed, and the correspondence between the existing PDL and the block diagrams was
discussed.
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Further contact was made with Raytheon regarding the gust front PDL. Jim ~eeler
provided intemd Raythan diagrams of their current understanding of the operational dgonthm.
In addition, questions from Carlton Andrews concefing the PDL were answered. The Raytheon
technique for determining when a gust front was 20 minutes from an @ort was reviewd
G. GUST FRO~

ALGO~HM

me red-drne mthing
and toud velocity.

.
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TOOLS
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~
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Severrd modifications were made to the pre-existing gust front scoring utihty cdlcd
autoscore. The first major implementation was the addition of gust front forecast scoring. Since
the automation of f-ast
scoring could not exacdy equrd the metiod used in mauuaUy scoring
forecasts, new scoring ties were written, and two methods were developed to score forecasts.
Thin tie feature smring and a dump of orientation data on each truth box bin tiso were added to
the autoscore ufllty.
H. GUST FRO~

ALGOR~HM

~ALYSN

L Added Value Study
The operational version of the gust front dgorithrn uses only convergence to detect gust
fronts., The algorithm’s performance may be improved by using reflectivity thim fines Sntior
@uthd
Wears. ~nventiond
wisdom supports the opinion that the redid convergence-fitig
technique used in the algorithm is optimized and that algorithm performance can be improved
ofly by ting advantage of other molar signature$ namely, reflwtivity thii Enes and asitnuthd
shears. Given that there are tited
resources for investigating these approaches, the purpose of
the study was to determine which other signature would provide the greater benefit in terns of
improvement in algorithm performance.
Single Doppler gust front cases from Denver and Kansas ~ty were used to determine the
effects of additiond features on the flgoritis
performance. The len~h of. the gust tint
mnttdniig timuthd
shear or a reflectivity thin line was cdculatd for the mlsscd events to
determine which feature would best irnpmve tie POD. For detected fronts, tie potential increase
in percent of length detectd using thin ~ies or timuthd shear was determined.
For missed events, the data indicated that thin Hne detection woti improve performance
more in Denver, whereas timuthd shear detection would result in an qud improvement ~ both
locrdes. For detected events, the abfity to det=t thin fines would improve the performance of
the algorithm over wimuthd shear detection both in Denver and in Kansas City. These results
were documentd[9]
2. Comparison of Operational and Advanced Algorithms
A study was conducted to evaluate the performance of one of the “m&date mmbmed shem
estimators. Data and tools wcrs assembld for the job, and several cases (M case dates) were
evtduated.
A performmce evaluation of the AGFA and the Bufid 5 version of the operational rdgorithm
was completd for Denver and Kansas ~ty fronts. Detections from both dgorhhms and features
from the AGFA were compared to determine which algorithm performed better. .tiong the
reasons for differences in performance were Bufid 5 wasting, gust front =imuthd orientation,
feature ody on one tiL no advaced features, or advanced features but no detection.
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In terms of the advanced gust front algorithm, reflectivity anwor velocity features were
generally present, which could have improved performance even further. Hopefully this smdysis
will lead to refinements in the AGFA rules for declaring an event.
L SUPPORT TO OTHER GUST FRONT RESEARCHERS
A database of gust front cases was defined. This database consisted of 10 days from 1989
@sas
City) and 12 days born Denver (10 from 1988 and two from 1987). me 1989 and 1988
data were passed through the data quality ddng program (cftdqe). Common Format Tape were
copid and sent to NSSL, and Universfl tapes were sent to NC~
NSSL requested
extractors.

and received output from the combined

shear and thin line feature

New versions of rtt2tru, trutharc, and WxShell were distributed to NSSL. ~ls softwsre was
changd to Mow the truthing and plotting of thin fine truth. The red-time truthmg software was
changed to provide the abihty to enter tot+ velocity truth and total gust front truth. These
changes were not distributed to NSSL since Mey felt that adting another outilne wouid adverseiy
impact their abfity to generate ground mth in a timely manner.
The Sun version of the operational gust front flgorithm was distribute to NSSL. NSSL is
using some of the gust front code to poti the tornado vortex (TVS) algorithm from the
Concurrent to the Sun.
J. SCAN STRATEGY
1. Automatic Smn-Mode Selection

The TDWR is specfid to automatically change from Monitor to Ha~ous
scan modes
when haardous weather moves or develops in proximity to the airport. k past years, the TDWR
testbed did not have Wls capabihty, so it was decided to implement automated scan mode
selection for the 1990 Orlando demonsmtion.
The scan selector is an intelhgent filter that
examines inwtning data streams for. possible h=ardous weather conditions, then passes the
information to the bncurrcnt’s scan editor program as feedback for radar @ntrol.
The automated scan mode selection software was implemented and instrdled at the TDWR
testbed for off-tie testing. Because of the need to modify the GSD software to allow different
drtte-outs for the Monitor and =dous
scan modes, the scan mode selwtion could not be used
in d time during the fmt part of the operational demonstration, but was planned for use at a
later time.
An improved queue manager system was designed for handing input and output buffers.
This inputioutput handler was later used in the design of the cockpit display server.
2. Scan Strategy kues
A simulation was developed to test the reflectivity core detection performance of the TDWR
algorithm for different scan smtegies. An ideafi~
descending ore was simulatd and sampld

into Common Format Tape (Cm). These data wae then presented to the ~WR algorithms. It
was found that for our operations in Orlando, Florida, a new scanning strategy, which goes to 60
degrees in elevation, performed better than the original 40-degree scan. It detected descending
cores up to 1.5 minutes earfier and 2 km closer to the radar.
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K STORM MOTION ALGOR~HM
This algorithm is designed to provide storm motion information in the. fo~ of a vector
overlay for concurrent display with the TDn
Precipitation pduct.
Mouon lnf~ation
is
detacd
solely from the analysis of sequential Precipitation maps.
Considerable effort was devotd to improving the rerd-time interface of the algorithm and to
the development of a Sun+ompatible version of the algorithm. Some rdgorithm refinements dso
were made, and these changes m discussed in the next section.
The Sun conversion proved very useful because it enabled algorithm installment at MHR in
Denver, CO. Hence, the dgoritbm receivd exposure in the Denver as well as Orlando air traffic
environments during the summer months.
Tower observers for the demonstration period reported that air traffic controllers and
supervisors respondd favorably to the Stem Motion product (refer to section ! reg.~~~g the
Operationfd Demonstration).
No major algorithm m~unctions were reported. However, a
number of minor problems were identild and wti be the focus of work in future months.
1. Mgorithm Refinement
a. Algorithm Modifications
SW m~lcations
were made to the rules for determining vector display locations, and an
addition was made to allow optional modification of motion-vector update timing. Some
restructuring of the source code dso was engineered to create an automatd release mechsmsm
for the algorithm, including options for omitting Lincoln Laboratory-specific testiresemch
modules
b. Real-Time Implementation
Red-time Sun-3 and Sun4 versions of the algorithm were created. Although the Sun-4
version was verified to operate in the Lincoln Laboratory environment, it was not running
properly at the NCAR me Mgh Radar site by the end of the reporting period.* A difference in
operating system version numbers was notd, but to date we have been umble to verify the exact
cause of tie problem. There are no mpoti differences in Sun-3 operation between the Lincoln
Laboratory or NMR sites. The rd-time output interface was resmctured to use the Lincoln
bboratorydeveloped
LOG~C
software facifity. This change was necessary to unify the
structure of Sust-3 and Sun4 algorithm versions. It is not yet known if thii change will make the
algorithm less sensitive to Sun4 operating system differences
c Real-Ttme Extensions
The algorithm dso was included in an ASR-9 operational demonstration at’ Orlando, FL.
Operating with a different input map, the algorithm’s performance was reported to be more
erratic than in TDW operations. The selection of optimal operating parameters for ASR-9
operation has not been studied. The problems notd during the ASR-9 operation did, however,
center on known deficiencies with the motion algorithm, particularly the algorithm’s sensitivity
to motion near the edge of a map and large and quick alterations in the map content @owtb and
decay effects).

d. Algorithm Deficiencies
As stated above, stofis moving into the field of view across the map edge and large
convective changes (relative to the map update rate of five minutes) can result in poor
measurements and output vectors illustrating gross error. These instances were few and were
usually corrected after the processing of an additional map in sequence. In .addlhon, the
occurrence of significmt second-tip weather in Orlando and the presence of sigruficant clutter
breakthrough from mountains in Denver higMlghted the algorithm’s sensitivity to reflectivity
measurements from non-meteorological objects. The short-term solution was to readjust
dgorhhrn operating parameters. However,”it is felt that attention should be placed on improving
the algorithm design to reduce these potentkd perturbations.
e. Planned Improvements
Two areas were identild for improvement and are proposed as areas of focus for future
work. First, an improvement to the blsrary correlation feature of the dgonthm is proposed to
include coding of multiple threshold levels. This improvement could decrease the algorithm’s
sensitivity to stationary, low-reflectivity objects. No increase in computational requirements we
envisioned, as the correlation process itself will remain binary. Second, an improvement to use
model-constrained estimation of motion is plannd as a means for decreasing the algorithm’s
sensitivity to outlier measurements, which are usually the direct cause of the grossly errant
output vmtors. The current methods of squentkd spatial and tempod filtering have not proven
completely effective in this regard.
L. A~C~

STUDES

1. Cockpit Display System
A new effort was initiated underfunding from NASA Langley Research Center to investigate
the integration of ground-based and airborne wind shew information. As part of this effort, a
system was developed for real-time cockpit display of wind shear warnings generatd by the
TDW testbed radar. This system was instdld in the University of North Dakota (UND)
Cessna Citation ~ aircraft used for wind shear penetration flights during the summer of 1990 in
Orlando, FL.
A block diagram of the cockpit display system is shown in Figure 7-1. The TDWR testbed
radar applies wind shear recognition algorithms to the base radar data and generates graphicfl
and alphanumeric displays. These results, plus aircraft beacon mansponder data, are sent to a
Cockpit Server module for conversion to cockpit display data. The serial (RS-232) output
generated by this process is transferred to the Citation aircraft via a Dataradlo packet radio
system. The data raeived at the aircraft is sent to the cockpit display, which is a mdlfied Argus
5000 Moving Map Display from Eventide Avionics.
The Argus 5000 is a small, monochrome cathode ray tube (CRn unit with an on-board
68000 microprocessor and serial ports. Figure 7-2 shows the cockpit display format. Wind shear
ha~ds are shown graphically as microburst shapes and gust front fines, in a manner similar to
the graphics of the TDWR GSD. Microburst predictions are shown as dashed circles, with the
exp~ted time to onset of surface outflow given in minutes. Alphanumeric RDT messages are
dso provided at the bottom of the screen. The display is fixed to magnetic north up and centered
on the airport.
The cockpit display system has several display modes, selectable by the four buttons to the
right of the screen. When departure CDEY) mode is selectd, the screen display scale is for an
area is 10 turd by 10 nmi, and departure RDT messages are shown at the bottom of the screen.
The tival ~ARR”) mode is similar, except that approach RDT messages are shown. In en
route ~ENR”) mode the RDT messages are not shown, and the screen scale is for an area 12 nrtri
wide by 15 nrni high. Pressing the “AUX button causes three levels of reflectivity structures to
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be shown. bw refl~tivity
(15 dBZ threshold) and moder~te reflectivity (30 dBZ) structures are
shown as rectangular stippled regions. High reflectivity structures are shown as a letter “C:
indicating a refl-tivity core.
The cw~lt display system provides the first demonstration of real-time tsmsqssion of
TDWR-generated wind shear hazmds to an airborne display. Th?s wo~k has Important
imphcations for the eventsrtd use of Mode S Data Link for provldmg wmd shear hazard
information. The graphical display of microburst hazards was found to be useful by the ~tation
pilots in conducting penetration fllghts. Such a capabdity is ~ily to be of use to air-carrier and
gened aviation pilots (akhough it would probably be a meting map-type display). Although
present Mode S Data Lti formats, envision only alphanumeric messages, the human factors
studies indicate that graphlcd presentation of microburst hazards are prefemd by pilots over
textuat messages.
.
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2. Hamrd Characterimtion
Work continued on the issue of aircraft hazard characterization. Qaig Wanke of the Mm
Aeronautics and Astronautics department continued his investigation, under Professor John
Hansman, of mimoburst impact on aircraft performance. Using simulamd aircraft approaches
through three-dimensiond
microburst model data, Wanke studied the effect on aircraft of
penetrating microbursts at various akimdes and offset distanms.
The performance impact was measured by determining the F factor resulting from these
penetrations. The F factor is a dimensionless quantity which shows the degradation in potential
climb rate due to ‘a microburst encounter. An F factor of 0.1 or more will negate the mmimal
cfimb perfomnce of a typical b-carrier aircraft.

4

The F factor cart be viewed as comprising two elements Fx and Fz. Fx is the component due
to headwind-tailwind shear, and Fz is the component due to downdraft. FX is dlrectlY ~lated to
the shear (delta V /delta R), mmputed by “theTDWR, and is maximized near the surface. The Fz
is directly proportional to the downdraft velocity (not dlrectfy measurable by TDWR) and is
maximized in the downdraft itself. Mthough the relative vaktes of the two components change
with the altitude of the microburst encounter, Wanke showed that tie total F factor re~ins
relatively constant. This encouraging result suggests that the F factor can be estimated from
surface outiow measurements, even though the aircraft is at higher akitudes (e.g., 1000 ft at
3 nmi final).
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Wanke also examind the F factor experienced as a function of offset distance from
microburst center. Previous studi= by Lloyd Stevenson suggest that pilots tend to confm the
TDWR alarm when the aircraft penentes the microburst center. However, when they penetrate
to the microburst dge, the TDWR alarm tends not to be confmd.
Wanke’s study showti a
rapid dectie of the exptiencd
sh- as a function of offset distance. These results help explain
the observed result that offenter penetrations result in alarms that are perceived by pilots as
false and suggest that the current runway drtrming procdure needs modification.
It should sdso be noted that studies by Roland Bowles of NASA Langley Research Center
and others indicate that velocity dtiference (delta V) is not a good representation of microbrsrst
hamr& Since the shear value (delta V/delta R) is directly related to F, it would appew that the
kard wtig
shordd he bssd on microburst shear, not on microburst velocity difference. To
maintain compatiblhty with current practices, shear could be converted to a velocity vtdue by
integrating over the ex~ted fight path.
Fintiy, it should be noted that another discrepancy between the TDWR reportti loss value
and that actuMy experienced by pilots involves the definition of loss. me TDWR mpom the
peak-t~pe~
loss value, which is actually a velocity gain followed by a loss. Pilots tend to
report ordy the loss from the reference speed instead ‘of the total change. ~Is simple fact helps
account for the ktrge differenm reportd by Stevenson between TDWR and pilot report (PREP)
loss values for penetrations through microburst centers.
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8. ORIENTATION AND TRAI~G
FOR RADAR PRODUCTS DEMONSTRATION

A. A B~F~G

TO THE A~LWES

A briefing was presented to representatives of the airkes to inform them of the operational
demonstration of the TDW system to take place at MCO during the summer of 1990. Topics
covered during the briefing included an overview of the TD~
system the objectives of the
demonstration, the schdule,
ast perf-ce
of the TD~
system in Denver and Kansas CltY,
construction and delivery o ! wind shear and microburst rdert messages, and suggestti pflot
responses to alert messages. This briefing was performed jointiy by the FAA, FAA Twhnicd
Center, NCAR, and Lincoh Laboratory.
B. TRA~G
Based on tie 1989 operational demonsuation in Kansas City, it was concluded that tie ~
tile
comro~ers and suptiors
did not ~ceive adequate training on the GSD and ~T prior to
that demonstration.
Since the Orlando demonstration was scheduled to coincide with an
operational demonstration in Denver, it was dwided that Lincoln Laborat~ would train the
MCO personnel. To provide more training for air traffic controllers, a training system was
developed consisting of a stand-done GSD and RDT with data cases that could be replayed to
generate runway alerts. At the beginning of the training period, these alerts were generated by
overlaying Kansas City radar data on Orlmdo runways. The Kansas City data were replaced as
Orlando data became available.
Training of the contro~ers and supervisors was pcrforrnd over a two-week period. The ~t
part of trtilng included of a 45-minute briefig during the fmt week to provide the foflowing
a. Assoverview of the TDw
b. The objectives of the Orlado demonstration,
c. ~tions

of sensors,

d System performance basti upon past demonsmations (Denver, 1988 and
~SW
~ty, 1989),
e. The teehnique for generating wind shear messages Onterswtion of alarms :
and runway boxes),
f. Pilot response to wind shear messages and potential operational impact
(avoidance under microburst alert conditions),
g. Overview of GSD products and functions, and
h. The function of TRACON and tower observers.

During the smond week of the trsining period, the supervisors and contro~crs were given the
opportunity for hands+n experience with the GSD and RDT. Air tific control supervisors and
contro~ers were encouraged to become farnifiar with the functionality of the GSD and to read
wind shear and rtsicroburst messages aloud to simulate the deliv~ of the messages to pilots.
The training machine was made available to air mafflc controllers throughout tie demonstration
to allow personnel the opportunity to use the GSD off line or to demonstrate new products before
their itsuoduction into the opcrationst ATC environment.
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C. GSD ESUES
Prior to the demonstmtion, representatives from the comrol tower were provided with photos
of the GSD overkys, runway configurations, and ~T formats, etc., for comments. N of these
were provided in the form in which they wodd appear on the GSD console. ~ntrol tower
personnel identified errors and expressed preferences in the overlays and formats, which were
then implemented, where possible.
D. OBSERWM
Lincoln Laboratory personnel were the “obsemers” during the Orlando demonsmtion and
were scheduld for eight-day shifts. Prior to their stay in Orlando, the observers received the
same overview briefing as the air tific comrol personnel as we~ as in-depth training on the
functions and use of the GSD, the interpretation of the products, and the tids of observations
beiig sought There were two fids of observer positions tower and ~CON.
The tower
observers’ duties included the following:
a. Answering questions horn the controllers or supervisors concerning the
GSD and RDT,
b. Logging any comments, complaints, or suggestions from personnel,

d Identifying the “be@
e. Nodng dines

and “end of alert” periods for futi

snrdysis

of and reasons for mnway changes,

f. Noting the impact of weather on ATC operations, and
g. Observing tie correlation betw=n the weather as sen from tie tower and
as shown on the GSD.
These data were mrded on log forms designd for this demons~tion.
k addition to these
duties, N~N
observm were responsible for logging information pertabdng to the locations
of storms md their impact on air traffic operations.
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9. METEOROLOGICAL
A. ~O~T-LLW#-WAR

ANALYSIS

COMP~SONS

Surface metarologicd data were co~ected continuously by the Lincoln Laboratory Mesonet
and the FAA LLWAS system over spec~lc periods during 1988 in Denver, CO and 1989 its
Kansas City, MO. The Mesonet anemometer wind data were compared to Doppler radar data
that had been collected during connectively active weather periods. The results of the
comptison study are usd to
a. Conti
low dtitode wind shear and other possible hazardous weather
events observed by the radar,
b. Determine wind shear events not observable in Doppler radar Ata due to
1. low si@-tOnoise

ratio,

2. very shtiow OUMOWS
missti by the lowest radar beam,
3. blockage of the radar beam, and
4. asymmetry in the surface outiow.
c. Provide support to the microburst and gust front detection algorithm
development efforts.
The additiond metwrologicd data reflected by the Mesonet (tempera-,
rektive hutidi~,
rainf~ rates, etc.) ti be used to diagnose the relationship betwmn these variables and wind
ses
fm Wst fronts and microbm~ to gain a ktter understanding of low-altitude wind shear.
An abswt describing work basal on this dataset was submitted in February to the EEE 29*
Onfmnm
on Decision and Control, and it was accepted its June,[lO] Results of that work wiu
be reported in the next semiannual summary.
-

~

1.1988 Dak
A projwt report was pubfishd in May 1990. [11] A total of 184 rnicrobursts impacting the
surface Mesonet were identified. Of those microbursts for which both radar and surface data
were avtiable, 97 pennt were observable by single-Dopplti radm. ~0 ~~ng mimob~~
(>20

ds

Merenti

veloci~)

were

unob-able

by r*

~ughout

~e~

~fe~~

on: ‘u? ‘o

low SNR md the other initi~y due to an asymmetric ouflow, with low SNR dso a conmbuttng
factor. Two other microbursts with differentird velocities fmm 1019 ds were unobservable by
*
one due to a Wow outiow with a depth tited to a height below that of the *
b
smd one due to asymmetric outiow onentd unfavorably with respect to the radar viewing angle.
2.1989 Dati
Ansdysis of Mesonet and LLWAS wind data during the 1989 TDWR demonsmation showd
that approximately 17 gust fronts and 12 microbursts impacted the anemometer network around
the airpom Comptison with Doppler velocity data showed that in most cases, the radar and
anemometer winds compared favorably. In one striking case, however, the Doppler velocity
signature of a tnicroburst was mwrded by the radar, but the anemometer data showed Wls was a
false d-.
The uniform winds blowing from north to south are shown by the Mesonet wind
arrows in Figure 9-1. An R~ cross section through the storm @lgure 9-2) shows that the
measurement of winds flowing away from the radar in the very low reflectivity region at the
surface (15-29 h range) was caused by sidelobe contatiation
from the overhanging echo
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A quantitative comption
of surface anemometer ad Doppler radar winds during wind
shear events was conductd to gain a clearer understanding of the basic mhtionshlp between tie
wind information providd by the two very different sensing systems and to determine the
impact this relationship may have on integration of the two operational systems. A propnsd
snathematicd tectilque for “correcting” LLWAS whtds where n~ed to match radar winds
better was etiuati
for cases of snicrobusst (divergent) snd gust front (conv~nt)
wind shear.
The rcsdts were presented in a conference paper [12] for the Amcsia Meteorologic Society
(AMS) 16~ Grtference on Sevm Md St-.
A summary of the results k presented below.
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Twelve cases collected during 19g8 in Denver, CO were chosen for the study. These
included a variety of meteorological events and a ~tide range of radar reflectivity values.
Doppler wind measurements were t~en from the lowest elevation scan (either 0.30 or 0.4c) of
FL-2, which typic~ly updatd once per minute. Surface anemometer wind measurements were
coflectd from 12 LLWAS 5ensors situated in the victilty of Denver’s_Stapleton htemationd
Airport. These stations had an update rate of six to seven swonds.
For the study, we chose to use a boundary layer power law profile, which accounts for
differences in wind sampling height, to represent the winds measured by the anemometer and
radar. The power law profde is statti
u/u~=(z/zl)P
where U and U1 represent the wind. speeds at:heights Z and Zl,.respectively, ad OS p S 1...The
exponent p is ernpirictiy derived by comparing a large number of radar and memometer wind
values measti
during a variety of wind shew events. k our case, p. is dependent not only on.
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V~es ofp were dculated for each: station, and the probabti~:~ensity versus the valueofp
was plotted. The plots yielded an approximately normal distribution for eaeh station. We found
a tide “mge of mean values ~ and standtid deviations (Gj’for the distribution. Wind. spe~
reoorded at station. CF were found to be most representative of the radmwind speeds, with. pnearly zero, w~e
station SSE “&Splayedthemost difference,. with ~ = 0.4@igure 9-3). mere
appears to be fitde mrrehtion between the variablli~ of. ~with either M ti~ght of the LLWAS ~
station or its distance from the radar. Large ~ values such as displayd by SSE indicate a
probable sheltering problem or a mechanical difficulty with the LLWAS anemometer.
The representation of the differen~ in meas~
windsbetwmn the radar md LLWAS
with a power law profile provides a method for “adjusting” the LLWAS speed to some radar
height Wuivdertt. This application was studied in the case of gust front and mimoburst events.
The results showed the adjustment m~es the LLWAS winds more mmparable to Doppler radar
winds during gust front events. However, during microburst events, the adjustment seems to
overestimate tie LLWAS wind spmds.
h gen~,
wind speed measurements by surface anemometers and by Doppler radar were
found to be quite comparable over the Denver 1988 LLWAS network Stations with high values
of ~ are most Ifiely pmrly sited or have mmhanicd sensor problems. The best solution would
be to relwate or raise the anemometer, and maintain .it well. Account should ~ t~en of the
individud LLWAS sensor measurement capabilities in any TDWR-LLWAS integration scheme.
C. MICROBURST

FREQUENCY AT U.S. AIRPORTS

Using tttimburst &ts as measti
by the Lincoln Laboratory Mesonet and FAA LLWAS
systems and thunderstorm day data from the National Weather Service for five summers at*
tiffemnt sites (Memphis, 1984 and 1985; Huntsville, 1986 Denver, 1987 and 1988), a metiod
was developd for determining the level of summer mimoburst hd
at any site in the U.S. for
which thunderstorm day data is avdable. The detds of this study were reported in a paper [13]
for the MS 16~ Conference on Severe ~d
Storms. A summary of the results is presented
below.
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of microbursts obscrvd
according to the coverage area

The number

scald,

during the summer montis from 198&1988 were
of their respective
Day observation

network,

to represent

the toti

Region ~DOR), a circuk area of
radius 15 h (centered on the airport) in which thunder should be audible at the airpofi A
stadsticd regression technique was used to mathematica~y relate the number of wet summer
tnicrobursts (those associated with sign~lcant surface rainfall) to the number of thundmtorm
days A ~ear relationship was found, but therm error was large. In the southeastern U.S.,
most microbursts are we~ so direct use of this relationship is appropriate. Since dry snicrobursts
(those with litfle or no surface rainfall), which occur in significant numbers only over the
Western Phteau, were cortsistendy found to comprise about 70 pement of the microburets teds
in Denver, the expression relating wet microbursts to thunderstorm days was incrcasd. by
70 percent to represent the toti number of summer trdcrobursts in the Western Plateau region.

microbursts

=urristg

in a Thunderstorm

To convert tie pr~ctod number of summer microbursts to a true aviation mi~burst h=~
two additiond factors were incorporate.
During the 1988 TDWR Operational Demonstration,
the wind shear thresbdd for pflot warnings was increasd from 10 ds (used as the definition of
a microburst} to 15 ds. This threshold increase necessitate a 35 uercent decrease in the
microburst fr~quency Ptilctd
by our origintd quation. Mso, the ar~a in which microburs~
pose a threat to ailation is much sm~er than the TDOR. Therefore, the equations were
multiplied by a factor R, the ratio between the area of tie wind shear alarm region of an airport
and the TDOR.
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~e find microburst bawd equations are given below. T represents the mean number of
summer thunderstorm days, and R is defind above.

I
EQUA~ON B:
To k @

(2.4 ~0.3) T R

for tie Western Phtiu
re@on only

(8.0~ 1.1) T

R

June, July, ad August because of the climate in Memphis, HuntsviUe, and Denver. ‘Since w=
currendy kk data in regions where summer tiunderstom day totals are signflcandy lower or
higher than this, we suggest the equations k usti only for those locations where mean summer
thunderstorm day totals fd within this rwge. Ftierrnore,
significant interannud vsriabifity
was evident in the two years of Denver data. For these reasons, the relationship we have
presentti could contain substantisJ error and can be refined only by incorporating additiond
daa It is ho@ that data obtsind in ~sas
~ty and Orlando wiu support our assumptions and
stabiim the restdts of this smdy.
D. ~CROBURST NYMMETRY STUD~S
Asymmetry, or aspect angle dependence, in microbursts refers to divergent surface ou~ows
in which the outiow strength or extent varies depending on the aspect (or viewing) angle of the
radar. The TD~
detection dgoritbms u~ze input from a single Doppler radar, so an
asymrnetic rnicrobttrst may & underestimated or go undetectd if the outiow is wmk from the
radar viewing angle. Additionrdly, the aim and location of the event maybe distorted when the
outiow extent is significsndy asyrnmetic. Most of the present outiow modeMng and detection
methods are bead on the assumption of azitd s~etry,
both in the strength and extent of
oudows. Asymmetry in microbursts is thus a major concm for TDW microburst detection
performance. A study was undertaken to examine the asymmetry of tnicroburst events in
Denver, ~, and the results have been reported in a paper [14] for the AMS 16~ tinference on
Severe kd
Storms. A SUis presented below.
1. Dab
Doppler radar measurements were collected in Denver during 1987 using the ~2 and UN
radars. The radar scantting was conrdinatti to cover microbursts that occurred in favorable durdDoppler regions. Surface dud-Doppler wintilelds at 250 m resolution were synthesimd from
the radar radid velocity fields, The paired radar scans were dl surface tilts (0.3° - 0.5°) and had
time differences of less than one minute. k addition, the beam intersection angle of the radars
had to be greater than 30 and less than 15@. These windfields were then smoothed using a
simple three-by-mdan filter. The 10-percent trirnmd mean wind was then removal, tdl
sttdyses were ptiormed on this fid perturbation wintidd
A wide variety of cases were chosen for WISandysi~ to obtain a representative shple of the
Some 96 observations from 27 separate
rnicroborsts found in the Denver environment.
microburst events were examinti.
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To arsatyz regions of divergent microburst ouflow, the perturbation windfield was examined
and a bunding polygon was subjwtively drawn around each microburst region. Once
an event was drawn, the velocity difference across every unique grid point psir- withim the
polygon was cticukted, tting into account the relative aspect angle of the segment. The
strength calculations were performed only on points whose connecting fines were completely
mntaind within the defined polygom
visu~y,

!.,

:

Differcntid velocity and shape measurements were obtained from rdl possible aspect angles
and then grouped into one of 18 mpcct angle categories. The categories rangti horn @ i 5°to
17@+ 50, in 100 steps. Aspect angles over 180 were not considered because they generd]y
reflect measurements made from. @ -18@.
3. Types of Asymmetry
There w pndy
two types. of as~me~
that may occur in tnicroburstx strength and
shape. An exmpie” of a shape and strength asymmetric microburat is shown in Figure 94.”””
The strength asymmetry of arr event is measured by estimating the largest. .differentid
velocity within the rnicroburat ou.tiow at multiple aspect rmgles. Diff~ntid
velocity is the
magnitude of the. tid
ch”nge between any two points withii the e~ent. The severity of the
aspect angle dependence for strength in an observation may be measured bj dividing. the
maximum s~ngth by th~ burn
strength over W aspwt angles. A single-Dopplq radar -,
b“ gmerd, undereatite
the maximum strength of .a microburst that is”strongly as~etric
in
strength. me strength asymme~ of the rnicrobmt shown in Figure 94 is”2.%1.

*

The shape asymmetry of an event is measuti by estimating the largest spatial extent of the
microburst outiow ,at mdtiple aspect angles. The shape of an event (outiow extent) is measured
by estimating the crossdstsnce Mm one end of the outiow polygon to the other at a variety of
aspect angles. The level of aapmt mgle dependence for ouflow extent is calculated by dividing
the hgest cross~stance by the srna~est cross-distance over dl aspect angles. A higtiy aspectangle-dependent outiow shape m~es it Wlcult to capture the shape, and sometimes centi
location, of the microburst using a single-Doppler radar, Shape mymmetry could result in overor under-warning on a specific runway, depending on the ndcroburst-radar-runway geometry.
The shape asymmetry of the nricroburst shown in Figure 94 is 1.7:1.

,.

/

4. Genertd Characteristics of Asymmetry in Denver
.’

3

The maximum strengths of dl Denver microbursts studied ranged from 5 to 26 ds. The
aspect arrgIe dependence of strength ford] events is between 1.3:1 and 3.8:1, with a median
value of 1.91. Aa shown in Figure 9-5, this cumulative probability does not change si~cantiy
betwmn W* (thin ~lid tine) and mndemte-strong (dotted fine) events.
The maximum outflow extents ranged from 2.4 to 9.5 h.
Shape asyrnrne@ ratios for dl
Denver events range from 1.1:1 to 2.41, with a median value of 1.61. Just as for strength
asymmetry, the cumulative fr~uency of shape asymmetry ratios does not vary significantly
between WA and moderate-strong events.

,’
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Figure 9-5, and further statistical analyses not discussed here, indicate that the rnatimum
strength of a Denver event has htfle or no correlation with the degree of the strength or shape ~
asymmetry. Additiondly, the two forms of asymme~ are statistic~y unrelatd. None of the
miorobursts p~eters
(mean wind speed, pek r~ecavity, strength, cte.) analyzed during his
study showed signtilcant comelaaon to the strength or shape asymmetry of individual
observations.

5. Conclusions
Over 27 events encompassing 96 total observations of microbursts were examined for
asymmetry. Two types of asymme~ were studid
strength and shape. The median strength
and shape asymmetry ratios for the cases presented here were 1.9:1 and 1.61, respecavely. The
representation of miaobursts as symmetric flows is clearly inaccurate.
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The magnitude of the shape and strength asymmetry ratios were found to be independent of
the magnitudes of the maximum cross-distance (shape) and strength measurements.
No
preferred orientation angles were found for maximum strength or shape, although the orientation
angles dld remain relatively stable throughout the ~ietime of the events.
Based on these findings, a single-Doppler radar has an qud change of viewing a micmburat
of W sires and strengths tim any random aspect angle. Therefore: the radm WW underestimate
the over~ -imum
strength of the event, on average, by apprommately 30 percent (based on
median smength asymmetry ratio of 1.9:1). The primary cause of asymmetry (or at least
fluctuations in its magnitude) in microbursts appears to be the proximity of other wind shear
events @st fronts, microbursts, or weak divergences). There appear to be no reliable, singleDoppler-radar-based measurements (reflectivity, peak radid strength, mean wind, etc.) which
indicate the severity or orientation of asymmetry in micmbursts.
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E. GUST FRONT CHARA~ERISTICS
A study was conducted mmparing the characteristics of Denver and Kansas City gust fronts
and how these differences might affect the performance of the gust front dgonshm, and the
results were presentti in a paper [15], for the AMS 16th Conference on Severe tical Storms.
Gust front characttistics such as length, duration, strength, and propagation sped and direction
were recorded, and some simple statistics were computed for Denver (1988) and Kansaa City
(1989). A comparison of the gust fronts that occurred at each ~ocation showed significant
differences in gust front characteristics. Although Kansas City gust fronts were fewer in number,
they tended to be smnger, longer, faster-moving, and shorter-lived than Denver gust fronts.

1
,

In general, there was no significant difference (between Kansas City and Denver) in the
ability of the algotithm to detect gust fronts within 60 km of the radw. However, the capabtihy
of the operational algorithm (which uses only tilal convergence) to generate wind shear haad
warnings at MCI was poorer than at Denver. There appears to be a preferred gust front
orientation (northeast to southwest) in both Denver and Kansas Chy. Stapleton airport was
locatti northwest of FL-2, and gust fronts moving over the airport were perpen~cular to the
beam. Kansas City Intemationrd AIrporr was located northeast of FL-2, and gust fronts over
MCI were dlgned along the radar beam. The incorporation of reflectivity thin line andor
atimuthtd shear detection into the gust front algofithm would improve detwtion capabltity in
cases of unfavorable viewing angle.
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F. MULTPLE-DOPPLER

WIND SYNTHESIS

A softwm facfity is tingdeveloped for the synthesis of h.dimensioned
windfielda from
mdtiple Doppler molar data. Two Doppler radm, one owned by W md tie o~~ by ~!
~
addition to tie ~~
teatbd radar (~2C), are to be deployed in Orlando in late August 1990
to forma rougtiy equilateral triangle widt ~-2C @igure 9-6). The radars ~ be scannd so
that accurate estimates of the air veloeity and precipitation particle motions within storms nw
the Orlando @ort can be derivd

Two triple-Doppler wind synthesis techniques are wmmotdy US* Dwect @IR) and
Overdetermined Dud (ODD). DR resolves the radid velwity wind vectors dmtiyinto
the
tiaim
witt~leld omponents u, v, and W ( = w + Vt, where Vt = particle terminal velmity).
VI is estimated from reflectivity dam mtd the vertical velmity w is then rwovered. ODD
resolves the radid velocity vectors into the honmnti windfield components u md v, and then
integrates the mass antinuity equation to fid the vertical vel~ity w. ~ese techniques mnpfify
the raw velocity and terminal velocity error variances differently (Figure 9-7), and the
differences ctm be usd to choose tie best win~leld synthesis twhnique for a given radar
network geome~ and tiesiatt
analysis grid
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We are developing a hybrid wintileld synthesis technique (~B) that appfies the better
synthesis technique at each rdtitude in the grid. We calculate windfields and variances at the
highest fltitude of the grid, typically 12-15 b AGL, via the DR technique. At each successive
lower altitude of the grid, variances from both DIR and ODD are calculated. One of severfl
criteria may be used to determine which technique is better the technique whose vertical
velocity variance is smaller at the lager number of points, the technique with the lower average
vertical velocity variance, etc. The comparison process continues until ODD is judgti bettc~
win~lelds at the remaining altitudes in the grid arc then synthesize via ODD, integradng the
continuity quaaon downward.
~B offers seversd improvements over both DIR and ODD and other previously pubfishd
combined techniques. DIR yields rather consisterttiy good results for u and v throughout the
grid, but estimates of w at lower rdtitudes are poor (OW2 is propornonal to 1/22). ODD, with
upward integration of the continuity equation, yields good resuIts at low altitudes, but errors in w
accumulate quite rapidy due to the integration. Downwsrd integration of the continuity quation
lessens the magnitude of accumulated emor but requires an accurate estimate of w at the top
boundary of the grid, which maybe impossible to obtain. HYB overcomes these problems by
aPPlylng DIR md ODD only where they are most accurate. The use of DIR at high dtimdes
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supplies an accurate upper bmsnd~ condition on w, witi known vfimce
win~lelds at lower altitudes tia ODD with downward integration.
G. PREDI~G

THUNDERSTORM

DOWNDRA~

for tie sYnthesis of

AND OUTFLOW STRENGTH

A great deal of research over the last few years has attempted to quantify the factors
influencing the development of the strongest thunderstorm downdrafts and outflows
(microbursts).
One of the apparent mysteries is that thunderstorms with quite different
downdraft and outiow strengths can occur ~multaneously, in the same environment Even when
the reflectivity or water content of these cells is taken into account, differences remain that are
related to ce~ forcing, geome~, or the proximity and strength of neighboring convection.
Another appmnt mystery is that storms titfr similw reflectivity levels on different days produce
very different strength outflows. Because of the propornonsdity between reflectivity and the
downward acceleration due to water loading, some argue there should be a monotonic
relationship betw~n downdraftioutflow strength and reflectivity. Yet evidence is to Ke
contrary. This is, in part, because environments factors that promote the thermodynanuc
generation of negative buoyancy are of crucial importance in determining the ultimate downward
acceleration md observd downdraft strength. Subtie differences in the vertical temperature
smcture of the environment, such as the existence and height of any elevated stable layers or
inversions, dso pby an important role in detetining the ultimate downdraft strength.
Although a number of observational studies on determining reliable precursors for
rnicrobursts have been performd, none has gone beyond basic statistical correlation of these
precursors with resultant outflow strength.
Our approach is to quantitatively predict
thunderstorm downdraft and outflow strength with a simple model based on the vertical
momentum md continuity equations. ~ls model was descri~ in a conference paper [16] for
the AMS 16~ bnference on Severe Local Storms. The vertical momentum quation is used to
hdicate the expecti dependence of the verricaf velocity on the various forcing mechanisms at
work in the thunderstorm downdraft. The rationale behind the model development is to relate
each term in the verticaf momentum equation to the observable environmental or storm
characteristics that are physically responsible for its ultimate magnitude.
Testing and development of a model of dds End requires that environmental sounding data
be taken at reguk intervals during collection of Doppler weather radar data. Tbe NSSL
sounding system was used in Kansas ~ty and is planned for use in Orlando, FL beginning in
July. We have developed software for examining these and other soundings that dso will
compute the statistics ndd
for the pr~ction of thunderstorm downdraft ~d ouflow strength.
An example of a sounding is shown in Figure 9-8.
The abtity of the model to correctiy rank, and fairly closely estimate, the eventual downdraft
and outflow velocities in several different cases adds confidence to the assertion that it
approximately captures the essential physics of accelerating downdrafts and outiows. By
developing a physically-based predictive system, there is hope that the system can remain
refiable as the storms it has to detect change from the very dry virga shtits typical of the Denver
area to the very wet thunderstorms in the humid southeastern part of the country. This model
shows that the radar refl~tivity of a storm done cannot be used as a hmard index; information
about the static stabifity of the lower atmosphere afso is essential.

H. DETMLED CASESTUDIES
A microburst that occurred on 30 July 1989 near Claycomo, MO was examined in a
conference paper [8] for the AMS 16~ Conference on Severe Local Storms. The microburst
winds in excess of 55 mph damagti trailers and uprooted trees in the area and were accompanied
by 3.5 in of heavy rain. This was the strongest microburst observed during the 1989 data
collection season in Kansas ~ty. Various features of tbe storm, such as the outiow velocity, the
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altitude of t]le center of rm~ss, the heigilt of the reflectivity
core, et~., tire tr:l~ked throughout its
lifetime.
It was found that each pulse in the outflow velocity was preceded by a descent in the

center of mass of the stem.core.
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Figssre9+. tincoln hboratory plotof somdingin slodord mleorologicolshw-Tformt. The ttickblack
lineis the terrrperotrsre
trace& thettinnerlineis lhedewpointtemperaturetrace. Colcufotedpararmters
suchas the trarrsition
level,freezinglewl,md lfted condensolionlevelare shobvnto [he leftof thegraph,and
thewindspeedmd directionare shown10theright.

I. UNIVERS~Y

RESEARCH

1. University of Chicago

a. Meteorological Analysis
Dr. Ramesh Srivastava of the University of Chicago has been investigating the microphysics
of microburst downdraft development using a one-dimensional, time-dependent model.
Comptisons between calculated and observed microburst intensities have been made using
rawinsonde and radar data from Huntsville, Denver and Kansas City. A microburst seventy
index has been developed which is calculatd based on sounding information and precipitation
content (or radar refl~tivity) at cloud base. It is hoped that the severity index will be useful in
estimating the likelihood and strength of microburst occurrence.
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Recent simulation results have indicstcd that a burst of peak winds occurs at the initial onset
of the outiow. This burst phenomenon is rebted to kge~iarneter raindrops wh;ch precede the
cool sir of the downdraft. It is planned to further investigate this burst phenomenon in the
coming fiscal yem and to extend these results to the Rtsrids environrnen~
The current results assume stmdy-state forcing by prmipitation at cloud base. Based on
Lincoln Laboratory results indicating that reflectivity wre height is important in microburst
prediction, the model W be extended to provide for transient forcing at cloud base.
Fin~y, it is plsnnd to compare the one-dimensional model results with multi-dimensiorud
models. Jsdtidly, the onedimensional model wfil be compsrti to an axisytnmetric model
developed at the University of ~cago.
Later, the results ti~ be compared to three-dimerssiortd
results generatd by Dr. John Anderson and his co~eagues at the University of Wisconsin.
Dting this reporting period, Dr. Srivastava visited Llncoh Laboratory and provided his
research results as desti~.
The microburst severity index resdts were r-ivd
for the tisas
lnct
fi:ti.
e.., “.O,..A--.
u.. .&: -%.m
“- ..
. . ..I,mmer
.. —.- . The SQfWaJe fnr compudng these results will be Provided in
the next reporting period.
2. University of Wisconsin

II

b. Numeriml Thundemtorm-Microburst Forecasts
John Anderson and Jerry Straka have been conducting research into the physics of tnicmburst
development. Their approach employs a three-dimensiond rnicrophysicd model of cloud
development As with Srivastsva’s work, the initi conditions for the model are set from aa
atmospheric sounding, howevw, the storm cefl is initiatti by a temperature pulse at the surface
rather than by precipitation ~of~ The virtue of this approach is that a storm is grown from
surface headng rather than assuming a reflectivity distribution deft. On the other hand, the
tbrec~rncnsiond
model is dso more difficrdt to interpret than the one-dimensionsJ model
because of the complex interactions within the simulati stem
Jew Strsks perforrnd a series of simulation on a series of HuntStile rnicrobursts suggestd
by Lincoh Laboratory, and he found a reasonable co~elation between the simulated and
observed outflows, provided the sounding was within roughly two hours of the radar
observations. S*
has prepared a jomd article describing these results,
Another area of interest is to perform three-dirrsensiond simulations on past soundings tim
the Orlando area and to convert these simulation results to singleDoppIer radar (Cm data
reflecting the TDWR scan s~ategy. me capabl~ty to correctly write Cm format tapes has
recendy beers ve~]ed.) This sitnulatrd ~
data could be fti into the TDWR dgotirhms to get
an early idea of dgorithrn behavior in the Orlando area These resdts could be used to perform
prefittrinsry tutig of sire-adaptable parameters. This concept crndd have additionrd relevmcc in
addressing the problems of tuning the site-adaptable parameters for the 45 operational TDWR
sites. It wotdd be preferable to provide the best set of parameters for each site when initially
insdled rather than having to wait until a large amount of data is mllectti.
Also, there is a
danger that the parameters might be adaptti to one particular year which might not be very
representative.
A graduate student has been selected to perfom a systematic parameter study using the
subcloud model. This study will vary parameters such as the depth, width, and strength of the
water content core used to initiate the down draft and the subcloud lapse rate and measure the
resulting mmimum downdraft and outiow speeds. The results will be combined into a simpIe
prediction model to be verified with Lincoln observations. Anderson also is interested in
performing a three-~mensiond simulation of M. WoMson’s hypothesis
scenario of the DdlasForr Worth (DW crash in which two thunderstotrn outiows were presen~
90
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J. CAPE EXPER~NT
me Convective and ~cipitation~lectrification
experiment (CApE) is planned for tie
summer of 1991 around Cape Canaveral, about 40 miles from Orlando. The FAA will. be
partially supporting tils experiment. M, Wolfson is a member of the scientific steering
comrttitt=. One god of CAPE is the prediction of convection inhiatcd at the leading edge of old
thunderstorm outiows (gust fronts) where the convergence is strong. In an effort to prepare for
the “nowcasdrtg” experiment, scientists at NCAR (J. Wilson, C. Mueller, and C. Kessinger) have
~uested ~2C data from Orlando. We wi~ select a two-we& period and send them all of the
36W gust tint tits co~ectcd dting that time.

.
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MICROBUR$T

APPENDIX A
OUTFLOW REFLECTIVITY

DMTRBUTION

The TDWR reduces ground clutter residue during adverse weather by comparing measurd
data with a storti map based on clutter residue measured during fair weather. E the measurd
signal level is less than the stoti map, the measured data for that range gate is flaggd.
During the process of making a TDWR clutter residue map, clear air reflectivity is
determined fmt from clear air samples. Summer clear air reflectivities at Denver, Kansas City,
and Orlando can be as high as 20 dBZ. Clutter residue whose reflectivity is less than the
determined clem air value cannot be ascertained during the map-generating prwess. The cffwt
of clutter-residue breakthrough W k more serious at the microburst outiow region because of
weaker weather signal strength than at the microburst COW. Two microburst oufflow reflectivity
distributions are compfied in this appendix they may be germane as well for those who are
designing radar-based detwrion systems, tweaking STC settings, SNR, and point target editor
rhreshoids, etc.
Figures A-1 and A-2 show estimated microburst ou~ow reflectivity distribution functions
based on samples collected during the summer at Denver and Kansas City, Reflectivity
measurements were taken at the locations of peak approaching and rcccding velocities and at the
time of m-urn
delta V and maximum shear. The sample sizes are about the same (S00),
implying that the 95 percent confidence bound at the loth percentile is about 5 and 10 dBZ,
respectively, at Denver and Kansas City. The estimated microburst outflow reflectivity
distributions suggest that clutter residue breakthrough will affect low-altitude microburst
reflectivity, mean veltiity, and spectrum width estimation, especially at the Denver site, unless
we cast measure low-level clutter residue. Figures A-3 and A-4 show examples of estima~d
winter and summer clesr air reflectivity distributions at Denver and Kansas ~ty. The 95 percent
confidence bounds of the clear air reflectivity probability distributions are about 2 dBZ at the
goth percentile. The TDWR sensitivity is -5.5 dBZ at 50 ~, varying as 1~2. VirtU~Y no
winter clear air returns were measured at Denver, and very Iitde was measured ac Kansas Chy.
.

Figures A-3 and AA suggest that winter clutter residue maps are more useful Mause of less
clear air contamination. If seasonal clutter residue reflectivity variations are withhs a few dB,
then winter clutter residue maps can serve as back-ups for other seasons when clear air
contaminations are more severe. Even if seasonsd clutter reflectivity variations are large, lowIevel reflectivity portions of winter clutter residue maps maybe merged with clutter residue maps
made during other seasons. Ideas proposed abve will be investigated further in the future.
Much of the past understanding on microburst reflectivity has been based on the site weeMy
summaries which show core reflectivity. Figures A-5 and A-6 compare microburst reflectivity
distributions for the mre and the ou~ow edges at the time of maximum shear. We see that the
Denver core reflectivity is ~icdly
10-20 dBZ higher than the peak velocity reflectivity, while
Kansas City and Orlando core reflectivities can be as much as 25 dB above tbe outflow
reflectivity.
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JAWS
h
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Automatic gtin control
Advanced gust front dgoriti
Above ground level
American Metmrologicd Society
Anomalous propagation
Airport survetiance radar
Air traffic control
Agorithm-t*tmth ratio

~mroon format tape
Gnter of ~vity altitude
@ss-Man
atmospheric sounding system
aassify, Locate, and Avoid Wind Shear
@perative Huntsville Experiment
Coherent local oscillator
Cmstrd processing unit
Qthode ray tube
Data qtiition
and analysis
Durd Data acquisition and amdysis
hibel
Decibel (referenced to relativity factor Z)
Dispky function unit
D@-Fort W@
D-t
wind field synthesis tectilque
D-memory
-ss
Ftid
Aviation Administration
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FAA-Lincoln Laboratory operadond weather studies
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Gust front algorithm
Gmgraphic situation dispky
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and quadrature
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Infinite impulse response
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Joint Airport Weather Studies
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National Weather Service
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Probabtity of false prediction
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Plan position indicator
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computer systems interface
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convertw
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ST Systems, kc.
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Termimd Doppler weather radar
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